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DIVERSITY AT

JMU

Bond discusses
race in America
BY LEAH LEVELLE

contributing writer

XRIS THOMAS/contributing photographer
About 40 people marched from Wilton Hall to the Harrisonburg Police Department station
downtown on Saturday afternoon.

Police protest draws
40 students, alumni
BY SARAH JONES

staff writer
A police protest organized
by the Young Democratic
Socialists (YDS) of JMU turned
out a group of about 40 people
Saturday afternoon.
The majority of participants
were students, although some
former students also voiced
their opinions about the Harrisonburg Police Department.
Protesters began gathering
on the steps of Wilson Hall
around 12:45 p.m. and concluded the event in the parking
lot of the HPD around 2 p.m.
Protesters walked the mile
from Wilson Hall to the HPD
located in downtown Harrisonburg. They walked peace-

Meddling Medium*
Silk paintings and unique photography combine to weave a web of artistic memories at Zirkle House's new
exhibits. Pag* 23

fully down the sidewalk along
Main Street carrying posters
bearing slogans for their cause.

a
We pay your salary, pay
us some respect.
—slogan on
a protester's sign
»
Some read, "Police should
cooperate with the community," and "We pay your salary,
pay us some respect."
"We are here to express the

concerns that students have
with the community, to work
on the deteriorating relationships between the police and
students and open up communication," SGA President
Mark Sullivan said. "An 'usversus-them' mentality won't
help. That's why I'm here
today — because I want to
overcome that. We're not
going to get anywhere if we
don't talk about the problems.
We need to make our voices
heard."
In a flier passed out to
everyone present, YDS
expressed their goal as voicing
"our concerns about the deteriorating relationship between
see STUDENTS, page 7

Amidst a week of discussing civic renewal, one
speaker clearly stood out at
the 2000 Madison Symposium — NAACP Chair Julian
Bond. Providing surprising
comic relief and the expected
stature of a veteran speechgiver, Bond's speech, "Civil
Rights and Responsibilities in
the New Millennium," immediately grasped the packed
Wilson Hall audience
Wednesday night.
Greeted with a long
applause and a gracious
see BOND, page 7

BECKY CABRfEUconlrib. photographer
Civil rights leader Julian Bond
speaks in Wilson Hall.

Leaders recognized
BY KC GARDNER
contributing writer

"Diversity at Work" was
evident at JMU Friday, as 18
university leaders were honored for their efforts to infuse
different ideas in their teachings and spread those concepts
throughout the university's
community.
More than 200 participants,
including JMU faculty, staff
and various representatives
from area colleges and corporations crowded PC Ballroom
for the Diversity Leadership
Conference, "Diversity at
Work; Awareness, Understanding & Action."
The conference focused on
themes of awareness, understanding and action concerning diversity in university fac-

ulty, staff and student body.
Participants tried to address
ways to implement the virtues
of diversity as well as identify
the prejudices and stereotypes
that hinder them.
"The purpose is to create an
awareness of the need for
diversity on our campus,"
James Wadley, program coordinator and JMU Affirmative
Action officer, said.
JMU's minority student
enrollment is 11 percent.
Jane Buck, president of the
American Association for University Professors, and Reginald Wilson, senior scholar
emeritus for the American
Council of Education, led discussion on the conference
theme, "Diversity at Work."

A Hit and a Miss

Aging Gracefully

The men's soccer team defeated St. Francis
last Wednesday, 2-0. Their game against
UNC-wilmington was postponed on Saturday.
Page 33

Old and young gather together each week to
dance, laugh, make crafts and enjoy each
other's companionship, all the while learning from each other. Pages 24-25

see BEST, page 7

li.-iv.'t-i!
Elephant Walk
Susan Allen revved up support for her husband's
Republican Senatorial campaign Thursday. Page 9
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• Campus Assault Response (CARE) meeting, 6:30 p.m.,
Taylor 302, e-mail Andrea Milo at miloal

Madison Mediators meeting, 5
to 6 p.m., Taylor 302, everyone
is welcome

• Planetarium program, 6 and 7 p.m., Miller 102 (John C.
Wells Planetarium), free, call JMU-STAR
• African Drum Class, 6:30 (beginning), 7:40 (intermediate),
Broad Street Mennonite Church, call Kevin at (804) 977-1499

• Bachelor of Individualized
Studies informational meeting, 5:30 p.m., Paul Street
House, call x6824 or e-mail
adult-degree-program
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• Golden Key National Honor Society Campus Awareness,
outside Warren Hall post office, through Thursday
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311, call Brian at 433-6692
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CASEY BONDS
police reporter

Petty Larceny

A JMU student was transported
to the county jail on Sept. 20 at 2:30
a.m. after Virginia ABC agents
served two warrants for his arrest.
The student was under investigation
for allegedly manufacturing bogus
operator's licenses for the purpose
of underaged purchase of alcohol.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Grand Larceny
• A vehicle parked in R-2 lot was
reportedly broken into between 10
a.m. on Sept. 19 and 5:59 a.m. on
Sept. 20.
The window of the vehicle was
broken out and audio equipment
and CDs were stolen, amounting to
$1,364 in damages and losses.
Among items stolen were an audio
control box, an Alpine amplifier, a
Kicker crossover, a Clarion CD
player and 13 CDs.

Today

• A Jeep parked in R-2 lot was
reportedly broken into between 4
p.m. on Sept. 19 and 3:30 p.m. on
Sept. 20.
Unknown subjects unzipped the
rear cover of the Jeep and stole a
six-battery Maglight worth $30 from
under the seat.
• Unknown persons reportedly
stole shorts from an unlocked locker
at UREC Sept. 20 between 4:15
and 4:50 p.m.
The short's pocket contained car
keys. The victim later found the
shorts in another locker, but the
keys remain missing.
• A vacuum cleaner was reportedly
stolen from an unsecured closet in
Keezell Hall between 9 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. Sept. 20.
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Dangerous Practices
• A JMU student in a Jeep was
reportedly observed driving in a
reckless manner in G-lot on Sept.
see POLICE LOO pago 11
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison
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■ Bus stop blues
Reservoir Street Sunchase
residents experience inconveniences getting to buses
Pag. 9
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"Each of you represent JMU
when you are off campus,
whether you want to or not."
BOB ROBERTS

political science professor
page 11

Career fair makes way to Convo
Largest fair held in 10-year history, with more than 1,700 attending
BY TARRA HOLMAN

contributing writer
Career Day attracted the largest
turnout in its 10-year history as students
descended on the Convocation Center to
hand out resumes and collect flyers from
businesses that sent representatives to
Thursday's annual event.
More than 1,700 student? were racking their brains in preparation for possible internships and career plans following graduation.
Companies from various parts of the
country were represented at the event.
Verizon, AT&T, Bell Atlantic, Capitol
One, Geico, Expedior, Digital Recruitment
and Cerner were just a few of the 160
companies present.
"JMU has a top-notch service group,"
Expedior recruiter Jonathan Judah (99)
said. "They were very prepared to accommodate not only us, but the student."
Career Day was well organized to
accommodate the future of corporate
America. Many of the employers were
searching for business majors such as
accounting, marketing and computer
information systems.
"Although the career day was wellorganized, it was kind of discouraging for
communication majors like SMAD and
SCOM," senior speech communication
major Cinnamon Jordan said. "1 handed
out several resumes, but many
employers told me they were primarily seeking business majors."
Although opportunities were slim for
these students, some companies were
seeking students from a variety of majors.
Expedior, an e-business that specializes in helping companies set up
their own Internet sites, was one of
the few companies with appeal to liberal arts majors.
"When we put up our sign that specified which majors we were seeking, I
made sure we added SMAD majors,"

Judah said. "I graduated from
JMU one year ago, so I know
how big the School of Media
Arts and Design has gotten.
"Many people are intimidated because they think we are
all technical, but we look for
diverse students to represent
our company," Judah said.
"We want outgoing students that are creative, can
think quick on their feet and
who like to speak in front of
crowds," he said.
Other companies catered to
particular majors, but also wanted to see well-rounded abilities.
Cerner, a company that
develops software to implement
in hospitals, reached out to
health science majors.
"We are looking for quality
students that are eager, willing
to learn, and, importantly, have
a good GPA ... I am glad to see
such a turnout today, but I do
PIA ECONOMOU/c<in/ri*u»i>iK phitogiapher
want to encourage underclassat
Friday's
Career Fair held in the Convo
men to come out so they can be Senior Nathan Lee (left) talks with a representative
to
give
interviews.
cation
Center.
Around
160
companies
were
present
prepared when they become
seniors," said Andrea Weinmore than a resume. Students are getting panies that 1 could see myself working for
berg, a Cerner accounts manager.
"There are various internship opportu- the opportunity to break the ice of the cor- when I graduate."
Academic Advising and Career
nities for underclassmen that can help porate world," he said.
Students left the Convo tired but Development sponsored the event,
them be more prepared," she said.
Digital Recruitment, the newest com- pleased with their days accomplishments. which was coordinated by Amy Sirocky,
"It was a tiring, but a worthwhile expe- an academic advising specialist.
pany among the businesses present, was
"This was the largest crowd ever,"
seeking students from all majors. They rience," senior health sciences major
Sirocky
said. "There were 170 companies
Octavia
Phillips
said.
use students to market their services
"It enlightened me and gave me good registeied and 160 showed up. That was a
through interactive CD-ROM.
Students record interviews with the insight of what the real world is going to lot more than I expected."
Sirocky said several faculty members
company on CD-ROM to distribute to be like. I am ready to let the world know
talked
with companies and interacted
potential employees around the world in what I have to offer," he said.
with
students.
Jordan
said,
"I
felt
it
was
very
beneficial,
efforts to recruit them as well.
"There were several smiling faces and
"We are glad we had the opportunity and it provided great opportunities for me
JMU students and faculty should feel
to come here today," Tom Parr, one of to network and make good contacts."
Marketing major Amanda Luzier said, good about the job that they are doing,"
Digital's founders, said.
"We are looking for students with "I am a junior, but I met a lot of great and she said.
good communication skills. We want down-to-earth people. 1 saw a lot of com-

Education students face new guidelines
BY SARAH JONES
working with the teacher education prostaff writer
gram to become licensed in teaching.
Over the years, the program has
The Virginia Board of Education
recently changed requirements for teach- reformed and changed to meet new state
ers to be licensed. Because of the May regulations and expanded the options for
changes, JMU has implemented new different areas of subject matter. Currently
guidelines for students who have started there are 20 different fields that students
can study.
out as education minors this fall.
The fields include English as a Second
JMU has long had a reputable presence
as an institute for training teachers. Prior to Language (ESL), business school, counselbo oming a university, JMU was Madison ing and administration along with the
College and specialized in preparing young original, early, middle and secondary education programs.
women to become teachers.
With the new program, students have
.Ten percent of the undergraduate campus population, or about 1,400 people, are the option to graduate in five years and

have a Master of Arts in teaching. Many of
the new state regulations are a result of
the Standards of Learning (SOL) tests.
"Now teachers must be able to teach
for the SOLs," said education professor
Martha Ross, chair of the early education
program. "They must have the knowledge of all the subjects," she said.
Since teachers must be able to teach in
every subject, one of the more substantial
changes is what students can major in.
"Under the new program, early, middle and special education students have a
required major in inter-disciplinary liberal
studies," Ross said.

Although there are no official rankings
for Virginia teaching programs, JMU has
one of the largest in the country.
"We think ours is the top program in
the state," said Charles Watson, director of
the teacher education program.
JMU's program "is the biggest in the
state and one of the bigger ones in the
country," he said.
Approximately 400 students graduate
from JMU with teaching licenses each
year, Watson said.
"Our students all get jobs, we have .1
100-percent job placement rate," he Baid.
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from the JMU Copy Center's Academic Coursepack Services! By getting
your Fall semester coursepack materials to us by our June deadline,
you made our jobs so much easier!
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Williams
Wing

Spring Coursepack Deadline:
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National Denim Day

inc/^siQn

Join the Vdiversity Health Center, ZTA an4 JMf in
supporting Lee National Denim Day, Friday. October 6,
2000. Lee Denim Day is a fundraiser that benefits the
Susan G. Komen Foundation for Breast Cancer Research.
We will be collecting $5 donations in exchange for a pink
ribbon at the locations listed below. On October 6*h, we
would like everyone to wear their ribbons with blue jeans
and their display of purple and gold showing their )bA\J Spirit!

■

pfc&MArea-

Bl

Monday 9/25
10am-2pm

He Festival

lU£orritr>bni

Wednesday 9/27
10 am - 2pm

Tuesday 9/26
10 am - 2 pm

THURSDAY OCTOB<

rasif v Hflit •

Wednesday 10/04
10 am - 2 pro

6NIV€RSIT]

DOORS 7PM • SHOUI8J9TC

Thursday 10/05
Tuesday 10/03
10 am-2 pm
10 am-2 pm
We will also accept donations and have ribbons available at the
Homecoming Field Festival, Sat. Oct. 7*.
Questions e-mail: Ann: slmmornf<g>|rou.cdu ot Brlna: blttleblg)|mu.edu
Visit http://www.denlmday.rom for mote Infermatlon

- UVfl STUDENTS: $15 ADVANC6, $18 AT DOOR
G€N€RRL PUBLIC: $20 RDVRNC6, $23 RT DOOR
T;KK€TS RT UVfl N€UJCOAAB HAIL BOX OFFICC, PLR
^ W PHON€ RT 804-924-7314. UMIT 2 P€R
1 800 COLLECT

m? W

Monday 10/02
10 am - 2 pm

®TOYOTA

PRINT FROM DISK
RESUMES
OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES
DIGITAL PRINTING

COPIES

-

PRINTING

-

BINDING

COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS
ELECTRONIC FILE SUBMISSION
HIGH-SPEED INTERNET ACCESS

kinkes
HARRISONBURG

1010

SOUTH MAIN ST.

l_

r

• 540-433-9287

Receno 8-1/2" i 11" Eiprns sert-sem. single-sided, lull color copies on 24-lb
wnite bond lor |ust 79< each Limit 25. Rtsuing costs extra Offer is limited to one
coupon pet customer Customer must relinquish coupon at time ot purchase Coupon
may not be reproduced and is not valid with other coupons otters or discounts
Otter valid at time ot purchase only and may not be discounted or credited to past
or future purchases. Products and services vary by location Coupon void where
prohibited or restricted by law No cash value

VALID AT KINKOS PARTICIPATING U.S. RINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY.

|

VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S. KINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY.

EXP 10/31/00

REPORTS
PRESENTATIONS

I
'
I
■
I
I

Lkinko'sj

BINDING

790 FULL COLOR COPIES ""

Receive 8-1/2* ■ II" Eipress serf-serve. sin|ie-sided. black-and-white copies on
•hilt bond lor lull««tKtl. Limit 50 Offer is limited lo out coupon per customer
Customer must relinquish coupon at time of purchase. Coupon may not be
reproduced and is not valid with other coupons, offers or discounts Offer valid at
time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited to pest or luture
purchases Products and services vary by location Coupon void where prohibited
or restricted by law No cash value

AAD671

BANNERS & SIGNS
MOUNTING & LAMINATING

Open 24 hours • vww.kinkos.com • 1-800-2-KINKOS
America Online* Keyword: Kinko's

40 BLACK & WHITE COPIES I

POSTERS

HIGH-VOLUME COPIES
FLYERS & BROCHURES
SHIPPING SERVICES

-i

AAD669

kinko's

PICKUP & DELIVERY
EXP 10/31/00

Products and services vary by location America Online is a re|istered serviceman of America Online. Inc Kinko's and imkos com are ief istered trademarks ol Kinko's Ventures. Inc and are used by permission
Krnkos reouires written permission Irom the copyri|hl holder in order lo reproduce any copyr'lfiled work C2000 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved.

FULL- & SELF-SERVE
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James Madison University
Homecoming 2000
October 2-8
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Applications to enter the parade can be picked up at FYI,
the University Health Center, UREC, and the Warren Information Desk.

!<

Decorate your car in purple and gold and register it on the Commons
between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m. on Friday, October 6. The winner will get to ride
in the Homecoming Parade and will receive an all zone parking pass.

*

Show off your organization's JMU spirit by decorating a banner.
Registration information can be picked up at FYI or in Wilson 215.

For more information contact: Jill Zagora at zagorajd@jmu.edu or visit
the Homecoming website for a complete listing of events at: www.jmu.edu/alumni/HC2000.html
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Students protest against HPD JMU's 'Best'
recognized

STUDENTS, from page 1

the HPD and the community, especially the student
community."
The issues protest organizers were looking to
address included lack of
police accountability to student and community concerns, selective enforcement
of laws, unequal enforcement of laws against specific groups in the community
and HPD's use of excessive
force.
"We are not here to set
ourselves up in opposition,
but rather to work with [the
HPD] to make our community safe," senior Rusty Carlock said. "... We want to
let (the HPD] know we
have options and want a
dialogue that will support
the same goal for everyone
to feel safe and for rights to
be upheld."
Some protesters supported the event because of
the actions at the Aug. 25
Forest Hill riot. Others were
present because of issues
among the gay and lesbian
community.
Senior YDS member
Aaron Smith-Walter, presented a list he had compiled of six challenges to
the HPD, urging police to
submit their own challenges to students.
"The last is the one I feel

the most strong about, I of students come from how
challenge the police to cease the situation was handled
and desist from selective and keeping communicaprosecution of sodomy tion lines open.
laws," Smith-Walter said.
The Community CoaliSodomy is illegal in Vir- tion, an alcohol abuse task
ginia.
force comprised of JMU facSenior Melissa Noyes, a ulty, local business owners
protester and YDS member, and city workers, was a
wore a T-shirt reading, "I start but mediation and
like sodomy, how about communication must conyou?" as she expressed her tinue, Sullivan said, and
concerns over equal prose- suggested a forum might be
cution of laws across the the answer.
board and what she
Junior Josh Cohen, a
referred to as "the sting this YDS member, stood in front
summer in Hillandale of the crowd and asked,
Park," where gay men "What is the association in
were, in her opinion, target- your mind, or what do you
ed for soliciting sodomy.
think about when the cops
"I believe in equality for show up at your door? Do
everyone," Noyes said.
you think they are here to
While the issue of help? Is your reaction to to
sodomy was discussed by a run away?
few, the main themes of the
"I have a hunch your
protest stemmed from stu- reaction is not a positive
dents wanting open com- one and this isn't how it
munication with the police. should be ... we need them
Two suggestions were to protect and serve us and
made on how to accom- not harass and terrorize
plish this: establish a forum us," he said.
and create a board of comCohen continued by saymunity members, including ing that "serve and protect"
students, that would make means not targeting stusuggestions to the HPD on dents and arresting them
how to handle problems.
with drunk in public
"None of the students charges when they are
condone that kind of being responsible by walkbehavior we saw at Forest ing home instead of driving.
Hills, that is one point I
Sullivan said, "There are
want to make absolutely perceptions from students
clear," Sullivan said. He that [police enforcement] is
explained that the concerns much more targeted, they

think there has been a crack
down and I don't have anything to show them that
there hasn't been."
Because of issues stemming from concerns on
selective "crack downs"
and law enforcement, Sullivan and others called for a
forum where students and
police could discuss how
laws should be enforced.
HPD Chief Don Harper
and spokesman Sgt. Kurt
Boshart were not available
for comment.
Mayor Carolyn Frank
met the protesters in the
parking lot at the HPD and
spoke briefly on the government and community
working together.
"It's always good to talk
about [issues and problems], we are here to work
with you ... you are valuable to our community,"
Frank said.
City council members
Joe Fitzgerald, webmaster
for the College of Arts &
Letters, and physics professor Dorn Peterson spoke to
protesters prior to the
march downtown about
students being involved
with the community. They
answered questions students had on certain actions
taken by police in the past
and what their rights were
as citizens.

Bond addresses civil rights issues
BOND, from page 1
introduction by JMU President Linwood Rose, Bond
seemed at home on stage.
His wisdom and eloquence
as an extraordinary civil
rights figure, professor and
aggressive spokesman were
apparent as soon as he
began to speak about race
relations.
"Race is not an easy subjects for Americans," Bond
said.
Bond's message drew
on his experiences as a key
civil rights figure and active
political voice. He was a
student of Martin Luther
King Jr., founded the Committee on Appeal for
Human Rights in 1960,
helped form the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee, was president
and founder of the Southem Elections Fund and has
served more than 20 years
in the Georgia General
Assembly.
....

Bond also holds 19 honorary college degrees, has
appeared on TV shows
such as "America's Black
Forum," the "Today Show"
and even hosted "Saturday
Night Live" in 1977. Bond
has held his position as
chairman of the NAACP
since February 1998.
Bond spoke of the
prevalence of racism in the
United States. He discussed
how our government is not
helping with racial equality,
how citizens are trying to
ignore the existence of
racism today and the fact
that affirmative action is
being attacked because it
has succeeded, not because
it has failed.
According to Bond, it's
been 35 years for blacks
entertaining their full rights
as equal citizens, but these
full rights have yet to be
attained. "Fair never means
fair in an upside-down society," he said.
Bond's message urged
«

students to participate and
become involved in government. He reminded the
audience that the problems
of racism lie in the hands of
every American citizen.
"When we act together,
we can overcome," he said.
"Each of us has one vote,
and that vote can make a
difference."
Regarding the symposium's topic, Lee Ward,
director of JMU's Center for
Leadership, Service and
Transitions, said, "There
has been a lot of interest
recently in higher education on the topic of civil
responsibility, particularly
the role that colleges and
universities play in educating people for lives of civic
engagement."
Bond helped emphasize
how important education
really is, Ward said.
Bond said everyone is
implicated in the civil rights
problems. There have been
the lowest turnouts for vot-

....«».

ing in 40 years. "Civil rights
and affirmative action can
only be helped by votes and
support," he said. "If you
are not helping, you are part
of the problem."
Bond said he aimed to
offer students, "a new
viewpoint, a different perspective and a chance to see
what 1 believe."
Bond's talk, a requirement for several classes, left
most students feeling grateful that they attended.
"I enjoyed the comfortable manne/ in which he
addressed a predominately
white audience about predominately black issues,"
freshman Scott Hornsby
said.
Freshman Jennifer Adu
said, "When you think of
most political speakers, you
think boring and falling
asleep. But he was really
funny — his humor kept
everyone from getting too
serious about a topic that
could cause definite tension."

••r.r. • .»v ;-;t»>«*.»,»,...«>

BEST, from page 1
"(JMU President) Dr. Linwood Rose's theme
'All Together One' touched on the message and
meaning of trying to become a better campus
through more understanding and awareness,"
Wadley said. "And this is a mission for understanding multiculturalism."
The conference served to create "a direct trickle down from the faculty to the students," Wadley
added.
The difficulty in addressing diversity issues
was one of the key concerns discussed in the program. Buck reported that faculty members felt
well-prepared to teach diverse classes and felt
comfortable doing so, yet only about one-third of
them raised diversity issues.
In addition to interactive discussion, Madison
Best awards were presented to 18 JMU faculty
and staff. The recipients were honored as individuals who have demonstrated leadership in diversity at JMU. Their accomplishments reflect that
equal opportunity isn't a goal but a commitment.
Winners were recognized for coordinating
multiculturalism projects, hiring more women
and minorities and demonstrating other efforts to
achieve a diverse workplace.
Karyn Sproles, JMU English department head
said receiving a Madison Best award "represents
an ongoing commitment to diversity both in the
curriculum and with the faculty."
Sproles emphasized the importance of multicultural literature courses offered in the English
department and the two goals they strive to attain.
"One is to educate all students in the diversity of
our literary heritage, and the other is to serve
diverse students," she said.
Cheryl Talley, an assistant professor of psychology and recipient of a Madison Best award,
expressed her passion for the discussion of diversity in her classes.
"We have to communicate that diversity is not
divorced from education," she said. "I'm sorry
that JMU cannot offer all students an interactive
experience in diversity because they will leave
here and enter a very diverse world where difference is common."
Brenda Wilkinson, another Madison Best
recipient said, "Maybe we don't have the answers
but the interest and the concern is there."
Wilkinson, the program support technician in
the department of mathematics and statistics, said
the conference helped create a connection that faculty and staff could take with them back into the
workplace and the classroom.
Other participants at the conference included
representatives from George Washington University, Virginia Tech and Georgetown University.
Members of several corporations and services
such as Hershey Chocolate and Rockingham
Memorial Hospital also attended.
However, most of the participants consisted of
the JMU faculty and staff concerned about diversity issues particular to this institution.
"I'm discouraged by how few minorities we
have in the College of Business," Bruce Clemens,
assistant business professor, said. "Everyone here is
committed to making change so we don't lose the
diversity we have in both students and faculty."
Clemens' concerns about the low number of
minority students in his classes are one of the reasons that brought him to the program. "The fact
that so many people care about this says a lot
about JMU's commitment to diversity issues," he
said.
Carlos Aleman, an instructor of speech communication, stressed the importance for students
to be aware that they have faculty and staff committed to investigating matters of class diversity.
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Stay here!
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Senate candidate's wife visits JMU
Susan Allen meets and greets JMU Republican faithful on the commons
RY
Tr\M QTCIKICCI
rvr
BY TOM
STEINFELDT

_

news editor
Virginia's former first lady made a stop on the
commons Thursday evening to speak to about 35 students and local residents to motivate youthful political
activity.
Susan Allen, wife of former governor and Republican U.S. Senate candidate George Allen, stressed the
need for more affordable education, lower taxes and a
stronger military in a 10-minute speech.
With 47 days remaining on the campaign trail, Allen
asked students to spread her husband's message in conversations with friends and family, in e-mails and even
on answering machine messages.
"We need you all to carry his message," she said.
Describing JMU as the "grand finale" of her tour in
the Shenandoah Valley that began in Winchester, Allen
said George Allen believes in setting high education
standards at an affordable rate. He wants to allow parents greater financial control over their children's education and to be able to afford computers and school
supplies.
Allen asked the audience to stand up as "part of the
truth squad" to pave the course for younger students to
prosper.
In television ads and on his official campaign Web
site, George Allen said the first bill he plans to introduce
in the Senate will call for a $l,000-per-child Education
Opportunity Tax Credit.
Susan Allen's speech also hit on the former governor's plan to increase military spending to provide service men and women with adequate pay,
and to offer tax breaks in these times of economic
productivity. .
College Republicans sponsored the event to raise
awareness of Allen's campaign against incumbent
Democrat Chuck Robb and stir political activity on
campus.
Event co-chairs junior Kristen Vetri and sophomore Casey Gulley, said Allen's appearance helped
"educate students about her husband's beliefs and

. .

.

showed he cares about JMU.
"Even though he was governor, a lot of people
don't know who he is, not just out-of-state people,"
Vetri said.
Gulley said she was pleased with the event's intimate
setting because it allowed Allen to meet those who
attended.
Allen shook hands and conversed with students
for 30 minutes after her speech, congratulating
them on their active participation and encouraging

.

them to gather more support.
"I think she did a good job at speaking to people in
our age group," freshman Melanie Brown said. "She did
it in a manner that wasn't too formal."
Allen said talking to groups of all types is the key to
getting people to vote.
"It's really by word of mouth and just reminding people (to vote)," Allen said. "The frustration is that people
listen to the polls and think it's a done deal" or they don't
think their vote makes a difference.

photo courtesy of KRISTEN VETRI

Freshmen DebraLee Letchford, from left, Undsey Montague and sophomore Melody Mathews watch Susan Allen
sign an autograph for sophomore Stanley Woodfolk on Thursday. Allen urged students to be politically active.

Long walk to buses at Sunchase
Indirect path to transit stop upsets students in apartments off Reservoir St.
BY JENNIFER SURFACE

contributing writer
Some residents of Sunchase Apartments are facing unwelcome transportation difficulties due to inadequate bus
stop locations.
As many as 144 students are forced to
trek half a mile to reach the only Harrisonburg Transit bus stop provided for Sunchase residents.
A 150-foot-wide ditch separates three
Sunchase buildings, located off of Reservoir Street, from the rest of the complex.
The bus stop for Sunchase residents is
located on the cul-de-sac of Sunchase
Drive, off of Neff Avenue.
The unlit steep ditch has only a path of
large rocks.
"When it rains, (the ditch) floods and
it's all muddy, so my roommates have to
walk all the way around on Neff
Avenue," sophomore Sunchase resident
Laura Dotson said. "It got so bad that one
time I had to drive over to the other part,
park and catch the bus."
Junior Sunchase resident Jordan Breakley said, "I'm really far away from the bus
stop ... two football fields. You just have
to anticipate the walk."

Ellery Patterson, the Sunchase property manager, was away on vacation and
unable to provide further information.
Sunchase residents aren't the only ones
with public transit complaints. Residents
of Stone Gate apartments, located across
the street from Sunchase but owned by a
different company, complain that public
transit facilities there are also inadequate.
I'm really far away from the Three buildings at the rear lot of Stone
are approximately a five-minute
bus stop... two football fields. Gate
walk from the only bus stop.
Sophomore Stone Gate resident Jesse
— Jordan Breakley Faisant
said there is also an insufficient
junior Sunchase resident
number of bus trips and stops in his
neighborhood. "We thought that a bus
» — would stop at least be on this side (back)
of Stone Gate," he said. "If they build up
all these new complexes men they need to
Sunchase residents and Harrisonburg have more buses."
Buses stop on the cul-de-sacs located
Transit personnel said they have heard
about plans to construct a paved path or a near the entrance to each development.
bridge across the ditch to connect the Sun- According to Conley, the design of the
roads inside,some apartment complexes
chase development.
Jennifer Lamm, a Sunchase assistant does not provide enough room to maneuproperty manager, said a path would ver buses. The steep inclines on which
be built, but she did not have further several apartments are built prevent buses
information about how or when such from traveling those roads.
construction would begin.
"It's too dangerous. You can't turn

Sunchase built a bus stop off Reservoir Street for the isolated buildings, but
buses cannot stop there because there
isn't enough room to turn around,
according to Transit Bus Supervisor Vickie Conley.

-u

(the bus) around and then there's also
all of the vehicles parked there," Conley said.
Breakley said, "I'd rather have the
bus drive around the cul-de-sac than
drive through the parking lots, even
though I'd feel like a VIP if it came to
my door."
Harrisonburg Director of Public Transportation Reggie Smith said some buses
don't venture beyond apartment developments to turn around because they don't
go onto private property.
City streets are built according to the
city standards that can handle the weight
of buses, "six inches of asphalt and a good
base," Smith said.
Privately owned streets need not meet
these regulations and may not be strong
enough to accommodate buses. "If the
street goes bad, they want us (Harrisonburg Transit) to fix it," he said.
Sunchase residents said that they
hope for a solution to the design flaws
that prevent buses from servicing their
buildings.
"I'm not a civil engineer genius or anything like that but I could design the place
a little better," Breakley said.
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Come in for nightly
Raw Bar Specials!
Sandwich Specials

EVERYDAY
W'mgs.25^ each
3o\<*
S

Crabcake Sandwich $6.25

d z or
*>y(eat
°in only)
t |>2 do>
<

BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25
All Sandwich Specials include I side of your choice

Salads
All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $1.95
Vegetarian Dishes Available

rUe?day .2n6th
Jon Fritz 10p.m.
——
Thursday 28th

Every Tues. & Sun.
Crab legs $9.99 lb.
Sunday Brunch
|| a.m - 3 p.m.
Catering Available
,

jerry Wimmer of the *Worx" 10p.m.

'aow.WaterSt.Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

433-9874

Shenandoah Can
Saturday, Sept. 30
$17- register b
pre - trip meeting Sept. 27

Cll
eral skills necessary
alj^tompetency test
h

Sept. 25
7-9 pm

Sign up early for all programs at the Program Registration Desk!
For more information call x8700 or visit www.jmu.edu/recreation
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Lecture examines JMU-city relations
BY BRIDGET MCGURK

contributing writer
Last week's Brown Bag lecture, "Citizen and Leadership: Risks and Opportunities," examined the relationship between
JMU and the city of Harrisonburg.
Guest lecturers were Lee Ward, director of the Center for Leadership, Service
and Transitions, and Bob Roberts, professor of political science. About 50 Students
attended the speech in Hillcrest House.
According to Ward, many JMU students seem to forget that there are people
that have built their lives in Harrisonburg, and students also forget that they
are seen as guests in this town. Students
stick to JMU and do not go into the Harrisonburg community as much as they
should, he said.
"There are too many rights and too
few responsibilities," Ward said. "We act
as though we have too few obligations."
He said colleges and universities need to
speak to students about the importance of
getting involved in the community. "Students are being led to stay out of public
civic government, and they are ill prepared for public life," he said.
Ward said there are steps that need to
be taken to promote more public-life oriented students. There is a need to balance
rights and obligations, a need to stop
using "I" and instead use "we." Colleges
should take the responsibility to train people for citizenship and develop character
seriously, he said.

Ward said students need to realize that
they aren't separate from Harrisonburg
and that one day they will be older and
will have to get involved in public life.
Roberts also claims JMU students are
perceived as guests and not citizens of
Harrisonburg. For example, last year
students voted in local elections and
several committee members of the Harrisonburg City Council were replaced.
This created a hostile feeling toward the
many students who voted from the residents of Harrisonburg who think JMU
students should have no choice in the
matter, since JMU students are only
guests in Harrisonburg.
"I think students should be more
involved," sophomore Jenny Lovell said.
"Taking more responsibilities if they want
those rights such as voting."
When the "incident," as Roberts called
the Aug. 25 riot at Forest Hills, happened,
it created an irresponsible impression of
JMU students to the Harrisonburg community. "These things obscure what students are doing," Roberts said. "Each of
you represent JMU when you are off campus whether you want to or not."
Roberts said there was an incident
much like Forest Hills that involved
Harrisonburg residents the previous
week. If the community perceived students as residents they may not be as
resistant in accepting JMU students into
the community.
Roberts said that in order for that to

happen, JMU students need to reach out
to the community. This can benefit the
students as well as Harrisonburg. Students will be able to make connections
and prepare for the future when they
commit to one residence later in life. Residents of Harrisonburg would think JMU
students are a part of the community and
not out to cause trouble.
"Every student at JMU has the
potential to be your neighbor," Ward
said. "JMU President (Linwood) Rose
asked me, 'How can we get the students to understand that every choice

that they make has a consequence?'"
Joanne Gabbin, director of the Honors
Program, said the students who live on
her street introduced themselves to the
neighborhood and tell the neighbors
when they are having a party. That simple
act made the residents on the street feel
comfortable with having students living in
their community, she said.
"Ten years from now you want someone to say, 'She was a cool person' and
you would want that person to want you
for a neighbor and trust you with their
children," Gabbin said.

BRENNA BAILEY/ronlributing photographer

Professor Bob Roberts discusses why students should be involved in town issues.

Optimists primed for community aid
BY BRIAN MELCHERS

contributing writer
Taylor 202 was lit up with more than a hundred
smiles Thursday night as JMU's new Optimist Club met
to induct officers and new members. The primary purpose of the Optimist Chib is to serve local youth through
community service activities.
In one of the previous meetings this year, junior
Matt Hahne was elected president. The club started
with five people. The following week 35 people showed
up. After that, 70 people came, and on Thursday night
there were 107 of 137 chartered club members present
in Taylor 202.
After the club is officially recognized by the university, they plan on doing many service activities for children. One idea is to take children to a pumpkin patch so
they can pick and carve Halloween pumpkins. The club is
also planning to visit sick children at the hospital, and to
have a "Children's Day" at JMU.
JMU's division, with 137 current members, is the
largest chartered group in Optimist International
history.
Optimist International is a non-profit organization
with 122,000 total members in clubs across 15 countries.
The clubs are mainly in the United States, Canada and
the Caribbean, but their influence reaches as far as
places like Hungary through charitable events. Optimist

POLICE LOG, from page 2

International seeks to foster an optimistic way of life,
Linda Hahne, Matt's mother, is the president of the
through a network of optimists, to provide service to Sunrise Optimist Club in Norfolk. When she asked her
youth and communities.
son to go on a fishing trip with underprivileged chilOptimist International has a history of lending dren, she may not have known the degree to which that
helping hands to children. Their motto is "Friend of request would effect her son.
Youth." For years. Optimist International has promot"It was one of the most inspirational days of my life,
ed health and safety programs, as well as activities for seeing the smiles and the expressions on the children
children to take part in. They have sponsored golf and when they caught these huge fishes," Matt said. From
baseball tournaments, promoted bike safety and that point on, he knew he wanted to be involved in an
worked with the government in the "Just Say No" Optimist group. So this summer, as he was preparing to
program.
enter his fourth year, he contacted the District Governor
Optimist International has also initiated several of of Optimist International, Dee Rushforth, who helped
their own programs, including juvenile diabetes clubs him get started.
and the "Respect for Law" program.
Thomas R. Cook, the vice president of Optimist InterHahne, the club president, said that he was pleasantly national, attended Thursday's meeting and spoke briefly.
surprised by how many members the JMU club has He said the one thing the members of this club can expect
attracted.
to gain is "an awful lot of experience in leadership and
"When I started this I had no idea we'd have this service."
many people," he said. "I thought we would have trouble
Cook said members can also learn the values of teamgetting the 35 people we needed to get started."
work and dedication, and have the satisfaction of knowBob Hanhe, Matt's father, said that he was also ing that they have helped underprivileged young people
impressed with the amount of club members. 'To see this as part of the club.
many young adults involved in this is a credit to the uniStudents can join the Optimist Club as a chartered
versity," he said.
member until Sept. 30. After that, they can still help out,
Matt's parents drove three-and-a-half hours to get to but will not be chartered. There is a membership fee of
the meeting on Thursday. They had a hand in the $35. The annual dues are $50, or $25 per semester. For
more information, e-mail Hahne at hahnemr.
development of JMU's optimist club.

Indecent Exposure
• A subject reportedly exposed himself to a female Harassment
21 at 10:34 p.m. The Jeep had four passengers riding employee while she was loading a vending machine in • Harassing notes were reportedly left on a student's car
and workplace Sept 20 at 10:15 a.m.
inside and three hanging on the outside.
Zane Showker Hail Sept 21 at 11:11 p.m.
• Two JMU students were judicially referred Sept. 22 at
The subject is described as an older white male wearing
1:08 a.m. for shooting off fireworks and bottle rockets from light purple shorts. He could not be located after leaving the Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28:14
the Chandler Hall patio.
scene and entering a stairwell.
W-.tT-'WlAVJ .\\*U.t.Z*Xr.\\T.7 ttXjUtt.TjtlXfJAfcWlit.M.f**»*t.t.M.M tt»
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Got Time?

Kim's Nails

1 hour
can make a BIG
difference in the life of a child.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at

Welcome Back Specials
'Must bring JAC to recieve discount

Full Set
Fill-in
Eyebrow

433-8886
or e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

Be a Mentor?
A3
MATCH POINT
Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
A Public Serve* ol the USD* Fores!
Serve* and Your Slat* Forester

$18

Manicure

$8

Pedicure

2182 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(In Dukes Plaza)

BIG BROTHERS
BIG SISTERS

'Includes Parafin Wax
'With Foot Spa

Manicure &
Pedicure

(540) 434-5382

f

Mon, - Sat. 9 a.m. -8 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

JMU Students

SHOW YOUR
COLORS!!!

*

Present this coupon for a

3 Breeze

FREE FACEPLATE

Kruchinc Iht- Jams M.IL-KI UiVrmilv ■
communily for over 75 yt m.

in your choice of color,
when you sisn up for service at

CELLULARONE
Personal Attention In A
Comfortable Atmosphere

Exclusive Student Calling Plans!
Better Coverage • Better Service • Better Value

General Orthopedics
Sports Injuries
Hand Therapy
Back & Neck Care
Burn & Wound Care
Flexible Hours & Scheduling
We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

Visit our convenient
Harrisonburg locations:
Spotswood

Wal-Mart

Valley Square

(Valley Mall)

(near Kroger)

574-2299

BACK IN ACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

433-7676

564-1600

Valley Mall

755-F CANTRELL AVE.
(Next to Hardees)
HARRISONBURG, VA

(near Belk Court)

433-0550

Super
Wal-Mart
(Rt 42)

432-1683
' Som» raslriclions ippry
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September 25 - September 27
Mon. Sept. 25
• International Parade
JMU campus ll:30am-12:30pm
RT. begins at Wilson Hall
• Fall Study Abroad Fair!!!
Tue. Sept. 26
PC Ballroom llam-3pm
*%
• African Drum Festival
• Introduction to the Martial
the Commons 12pm-lpm
Arts ofAsia Taylor 405 7pm
• International Opportunities for
Faculty Taylor 400 5pm-6pm
• International Bazaar
• Alma Martinez
the Commons llam-lpm
Wilson Hall 7pm
• Morocco's National Table
Tennis Champ the
Commons llam-lpm
• America through Our Eyes
Questions? Visit
Taylor 402 6pm-7pm
WWW jmu.edu/international/iweek2000
• JMU Men's Soccer Game
JMU vs VA TECH Reservoir
Street Fields 7pm
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Wed. Sept. 27
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OPINION
BREEZE
"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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HOUSE

Olympics not gold medal favorite in viewers9 minds

o;

nee every two years, people
around the world gather to celebrate the spirit of competition
and national pride on the Olympic
stage. It's hard not to feel a certain sense
of pride watching fellow human beings
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the push themselves to their limits in a
editorial board is a whole, and is not
quest for Olympic triumph. However,
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff it's hard not to be a little disappointed
membei of tiie Breeze.
knowing that you could've already read
EDITORIAL BOARD:
the results of the particular race or
Gina Montefusco ... editor
game you're watching in the morning's
Alison Manser ... managing editor
paper. This is thanks to the delayed airSteve Glass ... opinion editor
ing that NBC and its sister stations
MSNBC and CNBC are employing as
they broadcast the Summer Games from
Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than Sydney, Australia this month.
800 words, and both will be published on a
The networks' reason for broadcastspace available basis. They must be delivered to ing the Games as they are is the attempt
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
to make sure that popular events like
The Breew reserves the right to edit for clarity
swimming
and gymnastics are aired
and space.
during
prime
time hours like 8 to 11
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
p.m.,
when
more
people will be able to
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
watch. However, the problem is there
aren't a lot of people watching. The
Olympics broadcast is seeing some of its
worst ratings in decades.

EDITORIAL POLICY

EDITORIAL

Perhaps this is because there will not
be a second of live coverage in the
entire broadcast of the Summer Games.
Certainly part of the problem is the
roughly 15-hour time difference
between Australia time and the East

~tt^

. The Olympics broadcast is
seeing some of its worst
ratings in decades.

99—
Coast, which is hardly the fault of the
networks. But many people, when
asked about the Olympics, express disappointment that one of the most exciting elements of the Games, the spontaneity of watching it live, just isn't
there this year. Sportscasters throughout the Games have been able to give us
details about Olympic events that
haven't even been aired on the NBC
networks yet, prefacing their reports by

warning viewers, "If you want to watch
it for yourself to see what happened,
plug your ears or turn your head while
we give you an Olympic update."
Compounding the weariness of the
Games is the fact that, while the United
States is leading the world in total
medal count, many of the more popular
sports are coming up short in Sydney.
The women's gymnastics team finished
a disappointing fourth this time around,
not living up to the expectations that
many had of them following the '96
Games in Atlanta. The women's softball
team is fighting for their Olympic lives,
as is the men's volleyball team. And is it
really interesting or competitive when
the "Dream Team" trounces an opponent by 50 or so points? Where's the
Olympic spirit when people are disappointed that USA basketball only won
by nine points?
The Olympics will always be a captivating and wonderful vanguard for the
whole world, but the 2000 Games in
Sydney just aren't what they were in
Atlanta four years ago.

Spotlight Question: What's your most embarrassing moment at JMU?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

BECKY GKBMEUconiribuiing photographer

"There was a fire
alarm in the dorm
next door and
everbody outside
saw me dancing
in my room."
Ben Porter
senior, ISAT

"The
girls
downstairs froze
my underwear."

Geoff Stenger
senior, ISAT
•

"I was in Wal-Mart
riding in a shopping
cart and I went
around a comer too
fast.frlloutandhita
lady restocking
frozen chicken."
Mike Ryan
junior, art

"/ tackled some
girl when I was
playing frisbee
on the Quad.
Then her dog
took vengence on
me."
Johnny Sink
junior, history
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CAROLYN WEAVER

A parody on what Burger King would mean to JMU
It's true that the squeaky wheel gets
the most grease. But do the Dining Services really need anymore grease?
As most Breeze readers are aware,
JMU's Dining Services are changing
rapidly. In addition to switching
food service companies, we are
adding Sbarro's pizza in Market
One and now possibly a Burger King
to PC Dukes. The addition of ChickFil-A to Gibbons Hall last year was
no doubt a welcome one. But don't
you think we're going a bit overboard? The university has to draw
the line somewhere.
Why are we even considering the
addition of another restaurant anyway? The plethora of dining options,
including one coffee shop and one
"midnight munchies" spot, not to
mention Mr. Chips, offers a range of
choices varying from soups and subs
to tacos and tater-tots. Dining services also caters to every type of
eater. Lacto-ovo vegetarians, factovegetarians and vegans are all
offered vegetarian-based options at
almost all eateries. Picky eaters have
cereal available at all hours in Dhall. And for those of us who can't
get enough of dessert, frozen yogurt
machines are available at D-hall,
Dukes and the Festival.
While this is all well and good in
terms of variety, is it what we need

in the way of nutrition? JMU Dining
Services provides nutrition information to students based on the
USDA's Table of Food Composition
and Bowes, Church's Food Values
of Portions Commonly Used and
information provided by the product
manufacturers. A registered dietitian
is also available at Gibbons Hall,
Entrance 7.
But what good does all this information do for us if our main dining
options consist of Chick-Fil-A, Sbarro and Burger King? While I don't
profess to be a "health nut" by any
stretch of the imagination, I do
believe in having healthy food available to us, should we so desire. I,
too, enjoy the occasional pig-out session. I don't know about anyone
else, but I am doing just fine with
Dukes' chicken nuggets and D-hall's
Belgian waffles. The repercussions of
adding just one more place to eat
could be further reaching than anyone could expect, or want for that
matter.
Let's take it step by step. First
Burger King comes in to JMU. My
thinking is this: major renovations
will have to occur, shutting down
parts, if not all, of PC Dukes. These
changes could take a semester or
two, making it much more inconvenient for those who just want a quick

Darts
and Pats
Darts <S Pals are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

bite to eat and want to be able to use
a punch at eateries that already exist
at PC Dukes. When the fast food
restaurant finally does open, it will
cause a demand for more jobs. But
wait, you say; this is not a bad thing.
You would like to think that, wouldn't you? But dining services are at a
loss for student employees as it is.
The addition of Burger King would
create more students and faculty
who simply can't resist "the Home
of the Whopper." Then those who
suddenly feel guilty that, although
they enjoyed that "value meal," they
really ought to head to UREC to
work it all off. And as we all know,
UREC is already swamped at the
beginning of each semester and right
before spring break. So a tidal wave
of semi-health conscious patrons will
make a B-line straight to the gym,
still wearing that unmistakable
Burger King crown. A flood of nonUREC gurus who are ridden with
remorse will take the spots of those
that actually know where the gym is
and go there on a jegular basis.
UREC overflows and we have to
take shuttle buses to Eastern Mennonite University. EMU students
protest, riots ensue, we make national news yet again, the state closes
JMU and the whole world has gone
to hell in a hand-basket all because

Dart...
A "where-did-you-learn-to-be-so-rude" dart to
the girl who pushed my friend off a bar stool at
bw-3 Monday night.
Sent in by a shocked senior who had better
manners than you when she was in preschool.

Dart...
A"didn't-your-mommy-teach-you-to-look-bothways" dart to the students who think a crosswalk
will keep you from getting hit.
Sent in by a student who is tired of waiting for
all 500 of you to cross Carrier Drive when she is
trying to get to the Modular Building.

Pat...
A "you-rock-my-world" pat to the PowerPuff
girls of JMU.
Sent in by a junior who appreciates the fact that
you 've been "saving the world before bedtime "
and who recognizes you are "full of wonder."

we wanted to add a Burger King to
PC Dukes.
Okay, so I may have gone a bit
overboard with the analysis, but I
think you catch the drift. No word
has yet been revealed as to the decision of Dining Services one way or
the other. But I would like to remind
them that our sacred punches can
only be used at certain places, when
the moon is full and you order
standing on your head. And double
punches? Don't even consider it.
Dining dollars are great if you don't
use them with reckless abandon.
And I'm afraid that may be our only
JAC payment option at the new
Burger King.
So while there may be a small
contingent of students and faculty
who would welcome the addition
of the Burger King, it would benefit
the whole of JMU if the funds were
spent otherwise. Change machines
for laundry or even air conditioning in dorms would be novel ideas
and much more useful than another fast-food eatery. Dining Services
really do not have the proverbial
"squeaky wheel" to necessitate
another burger joint.
Carolyn Weaver is a sophomore English
major who likes her Whopper with cheese
and onions.

Dart...
A"please-stop-stealing-my-porn" dart to my
roommate who insists on taking my Playboy out
of my bathroom.
Sent in by a sophomore who just wants to "read
the articles " while on the can.

Dart...
An "I've-had-enough, it's-starting-to-scare-me"
dart to my secret admirer who gives me creepy
gifts everyday.
Sent in by a disturbed freshman who's about to
have her boyfriend come look for you.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-breakfast" pat to the nice blond
"bagel boy" in ISAT.
Sent in by a satiated sophomore who was
impressed by your generosity.

Pat...
Pat...
A "thanks-for-all-you-do" pat to the Member
Services staff at UREC.
From a graduate assistant who appreciates your
hard work and is honored to work with you.

A "thank-you-for-the-awesome-bus-ride" pat to
the Route 11 bus driver on Saturday night for
dropping us off at IHOP. turning up the heat when
we were cold, and dropping us off directly in front
of our dorm so we didn't have to walk home in
the dark.
From two very grateful freshman girls who u < re
very cold and scared to walk at nii>ht.
Jix
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After graduating from college, Josh Boms joined
AmeriCorps to help the youngest members of his
community—and he discovered a whole new
world. As a teacher's aide in a low-income
neighborhood near his home in Boston, Josh
worked with students well beyond the regular school hours
and provided support they often didn't get at home. "If you see a
problem, you have a responsibility to do something about it," Josh says.
"AmeriCorps gave me that chance."
Visit the AmeriCorps Table, Warner Post Office Lobby,
11am-1pm, September 27, 2000
Visit AmeriCorps at: Info Session,
Shoker 106. 5pm-6:30pm, September 27, 2000
For more information contact Toni Vaughn at (404)562-4077
or lvaughn@cns.gov.

AmeriCorps:

Are you up to the challenge?
1 -800-942-2677

www.americorps.org/joining

I
•

►Extra Large TownhomeOver 1450 square feet
►Full sfeed washer & dryer
►4 Bedroom 2 Bath
•A lot of Storage
•Modern Equipped Kitchens
•Double Beds
•Ethernet

Are You Tired of Overcrowded Dorm Rooms,
Loud Music, and Total Lack of Privacy?

Come Enjoy
the freedom and
privacy of living offcampus in a Foxhill Townhome.

432-5525
Office Hours:
Mon.- Fri. 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

vriniun
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JEFFREY CRETZ

How we can all make JMU a better place
I woke up this morning and I realized that something is wrong with our
university. Something that is really in
our hands to change. We all have our
gripes about classes, workload, parking
problems, meal plans and the like. I
woke up realizing that we have a problem in the way we treat each other.
There have been too many times
when I've read about larceny, theft, vandalism, assault and peeping in the police
log of The Breeze and I've heard too
many students' stories about such
events. This type of behavior is not what
college is supposed to be about.
If people want to smoke up and get
blitzed on weekends, that's their business. I am talking about behavior that
involves causing harm to others.
I was getting my hair cut last week
and listened to a student talk to his hairdresser about an encounter he had with
the police. He was driving around campus and was pulled over by the police at
around 4 a.m. on a weekend. The cop
realized that he was intoxicated and
decided to give the kid a ticket for
underage possession and told him to
park the car and just walk home. It's a
good thing that the kid parked the car
without injuring anyone while escaping
a driving while intoxicated charge. This
kid decided to get behind the wheel of a
death trap and put the lives of others in

jeopardy. We all say that we will never
drink and drive, yet time and time
again, people do.
What about the numerous accounts
of people keying residents' cars and
stealing sound systems out of cars
parked in Rl (formerly X-lot). I always
thought that I would really have nothing to worry about by bringing my car
to school and parking it in the resident
lots. Now, every time I make the trip to
Rl, I worry that someone has keyed my
car, punctured my tires or stolen something from the inside. Why? I know that
the campus cadets and police do an
excellent job patrolling the campus, but
they can't be everywhere all the time.
We, the students, need to think of our
actions and how our actions could be
hurting someone else.
Then you hear the stories about people going to parties, passing out, and
waking up while someone else is forcing
an unwanted sexual act upon them or
some other awful such thing. Is this an
unconscious sickness in our society in
which people feel better about themselves at the expense of others? Is it a
psychological state of mind in which we
believe that causing misfortune and harm
upon others makes us more successful?
Wouldn't it be great if we could walk
out of rooms and apartments without
having to lock the door and worry about

ODE TO JOE

others breaking in and taking valuable
possessions? I hate carrying keys, yet I
have to because I fear the consequences
of leaving my room unlocked.
I was in line at the post office a few
days ago and heard a group of girls
talking amongst themselves. One girl's
dorm room had apparently been broken into. She said she had lost jewelry.
It became obvious that it wasn't the
monetary value that upset the girl, but
that it was a piece of jewelry that had
been passed down in her family for
four generations.
As far as the peeping situation is
concerned, it appears that the peeper is
no longer an issue. It's been months
since I've heard anything involving the
peeper. I think he finally realized that
he can just go buy a porno for a few dollars and not worry about cadets searching for him.
I know that most of the students on
this campus really care about the general well-being of everyone else. But there
are those few who do things like rape,
steal and invade others privacy, that
really devastate peoples' lives. I know
that people laughed when they heard of
the string of peeper incidents. But was it
something appropriate to laugh at? If
you end up knowing someone who was
in the unfortunate position of being
watched by the peeper, it's probably

more of a serious situation than they
make it out to be. It's an extremely vulnerable position to be in.
College is a time when there is so
much going on that it really helps students when they don't have to worry
about the security of their vehicles, possessions, or their bodies. We can all help
each other.
Another way we can all watch over
each other is at parties on weekends.
People rarely like to have their drinking amounts regulated by someone
other than themselves. If you see a
friend that has drank too much, tell
them to chill out. Help them get home.
Call a cab for them. They'll thank you
the next day, and it's a great feeling
knowing you've made someone's life a
little easier.
If you've made it this far in the article, I hope something in here has really
influenced you in a positive way to just
think about what you do and how you
can make this a better
environment. If this
article protects one vie- i
tim from such an event,
I'll feel like I've done'
my job.
Jeffrey Cretz is a
sophomore SMAD
major.
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KRISTY WOOLLUM

Why I boycotted the career fair and don 'tfeel bad
Black, black and more black. Ties, ties
and more ties. The sight I was seeing was
too much to bear. Troops of suits, with their
resumes in tow, mobbed the area surrounding the Convocation Center as I meandered
by on Thursday. The clash of my sunny
afternoon mood and the confinement of the
job seekers was more than I could handle.
I actually didn't even realize the career
fair was on tap until my neighbors and
roommates began freaking out. What they
were going to wear and how they were
going to fix their resumes became the new
topic of conversation. It seemed like everyone instantaneously developed senioritis
and was scared to death of May when they
would be moving away and joining the
work force.
As my friend stressed, I was confused.
Was I missing something? Would my
future be blown if I did not attend this one
activity? I was beginning to think so.
But there I sat at UREC, waiting for my
aerobics class, trying to figure out the

paper's crossword puzzle. What has six letters and means the rest of your life?
CAREER.
I just can't find it in myself to regret hot
going to the fair. Did I actually think that in
that mob of qualified undergraduates that
I would want to be there, fighting for the
last word, the best interview?
So I strolled past the Convo after aerobics class, without hesitation. As the suits
walked by, decked out in their Wall Street
gear, with their hands yanking on their
collars in hopes for a hint of air, some
release, I smiled.
I walked around campus with contentment knowing my week was over, appreciating not having Friday classes. The last
place I wanted to be was selling myself to
a bunch of strangers. I walked casually
with my shorts, sandals and button-down
shirt, enjoying the day. Does this mean I
don't have a business sense? I would say,
pretty much, that is on the money.
Not that 1 am in any way putting down

these business-driven folks. I have so much
respect for people that want to do the business thing with their life. I want to know
what is going on in their heads. I affectionately call them suits, as many of them
are my best friends here. And of course
they will be bringing in the bucks far earlier than me. I just could not embrace the
cubicle-beginning, ladder-climbing, business lifestyle.
I think that might be trouble. Dreamers do not tend to make much of themselves unless their dreams are something
extraordinary. I hope mine are.
I passed a person who seemed to be
right on my level. He passed me as we
observed the suits congregating around
the Convo. With his skateboard in tow and
a carefree smile aimed at me, I knew he
was in the same place I was: lost and loving it.
Being a senior, it seems that everything
is starting to revolve around the future,
which basically scares the living heck out

of me. Every day I ponder away at what
is going to become of me, and where I
will be in 10 years, and all that stuff. I
know the other almost-graduates out
there can empathize.
Those of my friends that did attend the
career fair had mixed feelings. Some said
they might have made an impression on a
company while others felt it was a waste
of time. It is an amazing event when our
university can bring together so many
companies and give students a taste of
what is out there. Maybe I'm the slacker
for not attending.
A job in the business world is not for
me and I don't think that is
bad. It's my challenge to
find somewhere that I can
be working, and still feel
this free.
Kristy Woollum
is a senior
SMAD major.

Send a Dart, Send a PAT
Drop them off at the Breeze office in Anthony-Seeger or
e-mail them to breezedp@hotmail.com
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The best way to show
off your pearly whites
is in the S001 edition

of The Bluestona
GET YOUR PICTURE

TAKEN THIS WEEK!
MON

TAYLOR 202

[1 p.m. to 5 p.m.]

TUES-WED TAYLOR 311

[9 a.m. to 5 p.m.]

THU-FRI

[9 a.m. to 5 p.m.]

TAYLOR 202

' Times and places subject to change.
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JEFFREY SOPLOP

Pondering what the winning lottery ticket really is
I was almost killed by a car the other
day. Granted it was my fault, but let's
ignore that fact and simply say the car
skidded, I swerved and slammed on the
brakes of my bike and stopped just shy of
a fatality, or at least a few broken bones.
From a more philosophical standpoint
the whole "life flashing before my eyes"
gig didn't happen. However, the incident
did trigger my thoughts as to what if it
hadn't just been close.
That's one of those questions that
most people just don't think about very
often, "what if I died?" no warning or
anything just "thunk!" and it's lights out.
There are two ways to approach thoughts
like that, the logical and illogical. The logical way combines what we know about
ourselves with what can be deduced
about a superior being and can be quite
beneficial. The illogical way is simply to
deny the existence of all absolute truth in
order to disguise fears about death under
the guise of being "deep" or "intellectual." If you're one of "those people" then
please don't be too highly offended, but
seriously, get some guts and take a stand.
In my situation I decided on the logical approach, and the question that

resulted is "What is my life moving
towards? What is my mission, my goal,
my motivation?" Being a senior, that
question seems to be surfacing a lot lately
and I know I'm not the only one, since
every JMU student has four years to ponder it.
From my own observation, the majority of students at JMU came to find themselves a career, and if they're lucky a
spouse and if they're really lucky some
larger perspective on life, love and meaning. My friends, if that is your mission,
then I'm gonna say it straight and propose that you've got it backwards.
Let me try and explain why career
and spouse, while important, fall far
short of a real life pursuit. Have you seen
the movie "Good Will Hunting?" Good.
Remember the part when Will (Matt
Damon) and Chucky (Ben Affleck) are
talking on the construction site while
enjoying a beer break? Damon gets upset
when Affleck suggests he needs to use
his intellect to achieve something more
and says, "Don't give me this 'I owe it to
myself [expletive deleted]." Affleck's
response hits the nail on the head, he
says,"[expletive deleted], you don't owe

it to yourself, you owe to me and every bestowed by parents or friends or even
other guy. Tomorrow I'll wake up and religion, although affected by all such
I'm 50, and I'm still doing this [expletive factors. This God-given ability is what
deleted], but you're sitting on a winning separates humans from animals and is
lottery ticket and you haven't got the the wellspring of our soul.
sack to use it. I don't know much but I ■ So while pursuing higher truth and
know that."
meaning is of course the goal and ideally
That quote may not be word for word what each person would pursue during
but it's close enough to make the point. If their time at JMU, the process must begin
career and family are really your first pri- somewhere. And obedience prevails over
ority then you might get them, and for a intellect from square one. The famous
while you might even be happy, or think theologian/philosopher Oswald Chamyou are. But without a doubt you'll wake bers said this, "All God's revelations are
up one day and be 50, or however old, sealed until they are opened to us by obeand wonder what you really did with dience. You will never get them open by
your life. You'll wonder how all those philosophy or thinking ... God will never
years that you were pursuing "stuff" you reveal more truth about Himself until
somehow got distracted from cashing in you obey what you know already.
a winning lottery ticket.
Beware of being wise and prudent."
So what is the winning lottery ticket? I believe he's on to something and so I
Well I used to think it was just our ability leave the challenge to you: Will your time
to use logic and reason to discern truth, at JMU be in search only of what our culwhich is certainly a great thing. But what ture deems significant, or will you take
good is it attempting to discern truths at the gifts you've got and begin to think of
a higher level when those that everyone those things which are more profitable?
takes for granted aren't even given due
notice? What I'm getting at is this; everyone has been given a sense of morality
that is inherent in your very nature. Not Jeffrey Soplop is a senior ISAT major.
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CHRIS DUNPHEY

COB 300, life in the real world ofZane Showker: part one
Editors Note: This is the first part in an
ongoing series of columns exploring the trials
and tribulations of COB 300.

COB 300 is the great mythology of
Zane Showker. Each semester, countless
juniors hesitantly enter into what many
believe to be the most frightening course
in the School of Business. Its reputation is
well known for sucking entire social lives
out of students and continually torturing
them with group members that never
leave. It is not surprising to discover that
even the youngest business majors know
about COB 300. In spite of these alarming
accounts of torment, many scholars enter
and survive the dreaded course.
This semester, I, a seasoned senior
unable to take this mammoth of a course
until now, was entering the world of COB
300 for the first time. My sole mission is to
survive and to leave victoriously with an
almost unattainable A. Now, all I have to
do is figure out how.
Putting aside all my melodrama and
rhetoric, one may wonder what COB 300
actually entails. It is a 12-credit course
that integrates the four main disciplines
of business: marketing, management,

finance and operations management.
Each student has individual assignments,
quizzes and readings for each separate
subject. In addition to this workload, all
students are placed in a group of six.
Together, this randomly assigned group
must complete three benchmarks, a presentation and a 30-page business planby
the end of the semester. The idea behind
the course is to better prepare students
for the "real world" through a simulation of what really goes on in the business realm.
"This is the real world," stated one of
my four COB 300 teachers. Even as he
spoke those words, I already knew his
statement was painfully true after only
my second week of the class.
Let's start from the beginning. The
first week, my group (for easier reference let's call them Team FSU), was to
think of an innovative business that
would be the foundation of our business
plan. This was our only instruction and
supposedly anything was a possibility.
Sounds pretty easy, right? We spent at
least 24 hours together trying to figure
out what to do. We came up with every-

thing from a ponytail-friendly helmet to a
company called Beer Cuts that would
allow you to drink beer while getting a
haircut. While I still think the latter is a
pretty good idea. We still had not come
up with anything that seemed viable
Finally, we remembered that many
of our teachers repeated the phrase
."business-to-business," which is a
company whose main product or service is sold to another business. We
focused on the business-to-business
idea until finally we came up with an
idea involving mobile communications. I can't disclose the idea due to
confidential circumstances, but the
main point is — we thought of an idea!
No sweat, we got a plan, now all we
have to do is write the first benchmark
basically explaining what, how, and
where Team FSU was going to create
this business. As we neared the deadline, personalities clashed. Team FSU
had already started to crumble at the
beginning of the first week.
I know what you all are thinking, or
at least what I was thinking at the time,
"It's the first week. How can you

already have conflict? How is the team
supposed to survive the next two and a
half months if this is already happening?"
Let me put our situation in perspective. We literally met every night,
working on this project the first week
for close to four of five hours each
meeting. Remember, this excludes the
12-credit class hours that we have to
spend together every weekday at eight
o'clock in the morning.
We were no longer students working together on a group project. Now,
we were starting to resemble the conflicting cast members from MTV's
"Real World" with one exception —
we didn't have any down time together. We didn't spend any of our time
hanging out watching television, getting to know each other, or even tossing back a couple drinks. No, we were
working at the task at hand every single moment we were together. This
pace finally took its toll.
Chris Dunphey is a fourth year CIS major.

Interested in Working for the Breeze?
stop by the Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger or
call x6127 to find out how to work for the best non-daily student
.
newspaper in the country
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STAFF WRITER WORKSHOP

Monday, 3:30 p.m. in The Breeze office
This workshop is a requirement to
become a Breeze staff writer
• Please call AM or Gina at x6127,
if you cannot attend.

PARENTS: Don't wait for letters home
Get the latest in-depth campus news twice a week
Subscribe now to keep in touch
Send to:
The Breeze
MSC6805
G-l Anthony-Seeger Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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Homecoming

>»' + . James Madison University
Homecoming 2000
October 2-8

2000
Web site at:

www.jmu.edu/alumni/HC2000.html
Dance Party

]ft% Sfteikr 29

10 p.m. — 2 a.m., PC Ballroom, Phillips Hall, $3
with college ID, $5 w/o college ID

Homecoming Banner Contest

Commons Day

5 p.m., 215 Wilson Hall

11 a.m. — 2 p.m., on The Commons

Haw your organization or residence hall paint a banner to show your school
spirit. Banners will be displayed on Godwin Hall during Homecoming.
Entries win receive spirit points and winners will be recognized at the football game. Be sure to turn your finished banner into Room 215, Wilson Hail
by Friday, September 29, at 5 p.m. to help make Madison magical. For banner details contact Jill Zagora at zagorajd@jmu edu

Fall into the magic of Homecoming 2000 with free games and prizes on
The Commons Show your spirit by wearing purple and gold!

Madison Magic Points
Runs all week, at all Homecoming events
Let your club or organization DUKE it out for the most magic points! Magic
points can be earned by attending, winning, or showing off your purple and
gold spirit at Homecoming 2000 events Winners receive great prizes for
your entire organization. To register for the contest contact Juke Dennis at
dennisjr@jmu edu

Talent Jam 2000
8 p.m., Wilson Hall, FREE

Kick off Homecoming Week! Gather up your friends, a favorite faculty or
staff member, or your family and share in good food, great music and play
volleybal. There wil be plenty of giveaways tor all attending — dont forget
to wear your purple and gold! Call 540-5688710 for additional information.

TueU*,, O&ler 3
The Cripple of Inishmaan by
Martin McDonagh
Runs Tuesday, October 3 — Saturday, October 7
8 p.m., Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre — Duke Hall, $6
Set in Frank McCort's Ireland, this bittersweet comedy presents a cast of
eccentric island villagers. Have questions? Call the JMU Masterpiece
Season box office at 540-568-7000.

WeJneeJay, 0&I*r 4
Sunset on the Quad
5 p.m., on The Quad, FREE
Come experience the 2nd annual Sunset on the Quad concert featuring
JMU's premier a cappella groups and other musical performances In addition there win be plenty of food and special giveaways for wearing purple
and gold. For more details, e-mailJenn Weiss at weissu@jrmi edu

Dukes 5K Fun Walk/Run
9:30 a.m., $10 in advance/$12 at the door

Join UPB and JMU alumnus Mike Raybum as JMUs most talented performers compete for cash prizes and the coveted #1 spot Cal 540-5686217 or visit www.jmu.edu/orgs/upb for more details.

Show your JMU Spirit and join other alumni and students in this annual
event Proceeds benefit PRO-REC, a student organization. The first 250
registered participants are awarded race bags and T-shirts. Call 540-5688710 to pre-register and for additional information. Registration will remain
open until race day.

]n% Oaaler 6

The Annual Pre-Game Godwin
Field Festival and Tailgate

Lee Denim Day

11:30 a.m. — 2:30 p.m., Godwin Field,
Field Festival is FREE

Contribute $5 to the Susan G. Komen Foundation for Breast Cancer
Research and wear denim as part of your purple and gold JMU attire. Emaii questions to: Anne Simmons at simmonae@jmu.edu or check out the
Web site: wwwleedenimday.com

Madison Magic Beach Party
4-7 p.m., UREC Courtyard, FREE

£aV<% Ot4er 7

Madison Ala-Car-Zam Car
Decorating Contest
10 a.m., Around Campus, FREE
Always admiring other flashy cars? Want somebody to admire yours? Alacar-zam!!! With a little Madison Magic your car can be the object of everyone's affection Enter to win an Ad-Zone Parking Pass by decorating your
car in the true spirit of Homecoming. Cars wi be displayed all around JMU
on Friday Oct. 6, and winners wi have the chance to strut their stuff in the
Homecoming Parade Friday evening at 6:00 p.m.! Contact Jill Zagora at
zagorajd@jmu.edu for more information.

Spades Tournament
7 p.m. — 9 p.m., Taylor Hall 404 and 405, $5 per
team (pay at the door)
Are you skilled at playing cards? Grab a partner and win some $$' All students, faculty, staff and alumni are welcome to play spades. The winning
team wi win $100! Contact Dawn Smith 93 (h) 804-261-9333 or DSSOL01@aoi com to register your team

Homecoming Parade
6 p.m., Carrier and Bluestone Drives, FREE
(Advance registration required for floats)
Show your Duke Dog Spirit and capture the magic of Homecoming 2000'
For the best view of Parade Magic, stake your clam at Hansen Field!
Advanced registration is required for participating floats. For more info contact Jenn Weiss at weissii@|mu.edu.

Alumni, students, faculty, staff and families are invited to this traditional
Homecoming festival There win be something for everyone, including live
entertainment and games. Enjoy a menu of rofcserie chicken, ^ork barbeque, herb-crusted roasted potatoes, country-style baked beans,
Chesapeake cole slaw, tea and dessert at the Homecoming Tailgate Cost
is $10 per person; $5 for children under the age of 12. (Advanced payment
is required. Contact the Office of Alumni Relations at 540-5684234.)

Gospel Concert
Featuring the Contemporary Gospel Singers
1p.m., in Wilson Hall, FREE

JMU Football
3 p.m., Bridgeforth Stadium, $18
(Reserved seating only)
Come out early to Godwin Field for food, music, games, and
more, beginning at 11:30 a.m. Then grab your seat in
Bridgeforth Stadium to watch the Dukes battle Villanova. Get
your reserved rickets in advance by calling 540-568-DUKE.

Stepshow
8 p.m., Wilson Hall, $8.00 in advance (Warren
Hall Box Office), $10.00 at the door
Feel the vibes wth the Homecoming tradition — a syncopated and rhythmic
presentation of dance and music Call 540-568-7960 for ticket information

Stepshow After-Party
Immediately following the Stepshow, Godwin
Gym, $3.00 with ticket stub from stepshow,
$5.00 w/o ticket stub
Questions? Contact CMISS at 540-56*6636
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$13/Hr To Start.$13/HrTo Start

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR EXTRA MONEY
& POSSIBLE INTERNSHIP CREDITS?

EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION

Try...

What's YOURS?

Flexible hours, both days and evenings
Great Experience for: College of Business

Speech Communications LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE
Personal Representative DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE

Call 433-7273 for an interview, please leave a message
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Thursday, September 28
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 6 p.m,

or a

Celtic recording artist

PAT

Madeline MacNeil!
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Give your pet
the best.
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Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Come experience the delightful sounds of recording
artist Madeline MacNeil as she performs selections of
Celtic music on the hammered and mountain dulcimers.
Free Concert!

For more information contact the Office of International Programs at 568-6273, international@jmu.edu,
or v,s.t the InternaLonal Week website at www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2000/
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Exorcise the demons
"The Exorcist" rose from the dead this weekend
to terrify another generation of movie-goers.
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"[Silk paintingsjare a natural
progression from mylong-time
interest in watercolor."
JMU ARTIST MICHELLE SITES
See story below

page 29

Artists spin silk
in a cocoon of
memories
Unconventional art mediums evoke a variety of
emotions in Zirkle House's new exhibit
arrangements of color that flow into swirls
BY STEVE JANZEN
senior writer
and patterns.
This week's Zirkle House exhibits
In her artist's statement, Sites said her
feature two JMU artists who make explorations into silk painting came
thoughtful use of their own mediums about by accident but are a "natural and
— one in a careful study of meanings, elegant progression from my long-time
the other as a transparent tool to interest in watercolor."
evoke emotion.
Sites said she is intrigued by the preMichelle Sites' show, titled "The cious nature of silk, a material that is both
Cocoon Room," transforms Zirkle's "Art- sexy and strong and is used for items
works Gallery" into an experience that ranging from parachutes to lingerie. She
said the fabric is also intertwined with
envelops the viewer.
Hanging on a framework of wires death and sadness, as the silkworm inside
the cocoon is
and cables, 13
boiled alive in
silk paintings
the harvesting
form three sides
p r o c e s s .
of a rectangle that
Through "The
creates
the
Cocoon Room,"
impression of
another room Now showing in Zirkle House Sites uses her
colorful work
inside the gallery
through Sept. 30
walls. Stepping
and innovative
arrangement to
inside
Sites'
explore a mater"cocoon," the
ial that can have
viewer can see a Gallery hours:
many meanwooden folding
ings, not just
screen with intri- Mon.-Thurs.. noon- 5 p.m.,
those of "death
cate silk panels at Fri.-Sat., noon- 4 p.m.
and stasis, but
one end and the
also metamordraped white
mesh and strings of lights that make up a phosis and emergence."
Senior Natalie Bray also hopes to take
false ceiling. In the center of all this are
two white mannequins, draped in paint- the viewer on a joumey of thought and
ed silk and lying on a red mattress, reflection, but through their own memowhich they share with a small stack of ries. Bray's show, "Material Memories,"
presents a collection of pieces created
books — fat volumes all about silk.
The silk pieces that make up the sides from photographs — both new and old —
of the "cocoon," and the majority of Sites' of family members she wanted to etch in
show, are brightly painted and all about her memory.
For the show, Bray fashioned and coltwo feet wide and five feet long. Draped
from the wires above, they hang freely lected a handful of artifacts, including a
and naturally. A closer look reveals some wooden sewing box, an old-fashioned
pieces with intricately painted subjects, watercolor set and a miniature chest of
such as beautiful women and majestic but- drawers. Within these items, Bray placed
terflies, and others that are simply vibrant pieces of paper printed with photographs
of the show's subjects. In
several cases, the boxes
themselves serve as the
canvas for the photos,
which seem to have been
developed directly on the
wood's surface.
The rest of Bray's works
hang on the walls of Zirkle's
"Other Gallery" — eight
large black-and-white photos. Curiously, these shots
STEVE JANZES/senior photographer aren't on standard photogA painting on silk by JMU artist Michelle Sites. Its sub- raphy stock, but on sheets
of heavy paper. The images
ject, appropriately enough, a silkworm.

The Cocoon Room" &
"Material Memories"
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STEVE lANZENIsenior photographer

An untittee s*k painting by JMU artist Michelle Sites. The painting is one of 13
cokxM twohftvolMt works hanging in Zirkle's "Artworks Gallery."

look as if they were exposed and then
magically revealed with brush
strokes. The textured shadows of the
subjects' faces are accented by the
wispy hit-and-miss bristle marks.
As intriguing as her style may be,
Bray doesn't want that to be the focus
of the exhibit. She said she hopes that
visitors will "look through the technique and see the people behind."
Bray said her subjects are all people who are close to her that she
knows will soon be gone. The show's
focus is to "deepen the groove these
people have traced in my life," Bray
said, emphasizing that our own memories are more important than the
things that help us recall them. "Find
a way to remember [these people] in
you/heart - not throughpictures
SWE >ANZMSen,or photographer
f H
tt Bra
and not through things, even though <>•»• ° *» *
y'« artifacts - memorable
,tems created out of hotos of ,oved ones
those are important."
P
'
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By Contributing Writer
Danielle Potuto

JMU students and community elders come
together to have fun and learn as much
as they can from each other

Courtesy of AHDP Web page

The AHDP, left, cheerfully bid farewell after spending
the morning together. It is the camraderie among the
participants that make the time they share such a valuable learning experience, as well as enjoyable. AHDP
members, above, participate in a student project, dance
therapy.

Courtesy of AHDP Web page

In many parts of the world,
children are said to be the
healers of old age. While
this may not be true in a literal
sense, there are steps the young
can take to preserve the health,
well being and culture of older
adults.
The Adult Health and
Development Program (AHDP)
at JMU helps to achieve all of
this, and much more.
The AHDP is an inter-generational program aimed at
improving the health of older
adults (55 and up) and providing students with an in-depth
and up-front look at the aging
process.
The program consists of students, referred to as staffers,
and older adults, referred to as
members.
New staffers go through two
weeks of training with senior
staff members (students who
have been with the program for
several semesters) prior to
meeting with members. The
first organized meeting is spent
getting to know the members
and deciding what
staffer/member teams will
work best. They then spend

nine Saturday mornings, from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m., meeting with
their members and participating in a variety of activities.
Activities typically range
from exercise to arts and crafts
to sharing stories, depending on
what the individual member
likes to do. There are also a
number of mentally challenged
older adults, so some of the pro-

grams must be modified to
include everyone.
"The program is centered
around the member. They may
want to walk on the track, use
the Wellness Center in Godwin
for water aerobics, do tai chi or
painting, it just depends," said
senior staff member, junior
Melissa Honig.
The history of the AHDP

INFORMATION ON AHDP
WHEN: nine Saturdays per semester starting Sept. 23
TIME: 9:30am- 12:00pm
WHERE: Godwin Hall on the JMU Campus
WHAT: Casual atmosphere, work 1:1 with a trained staffer,
participate in activities that you choose, including:
• tai chi
• modified aerobics
• fitness and weight woom
• dance
• crafts
• group activities
• health education hour
COST: Everyone is welcome to participate. A donation of $50
is suggested to help defray program expenses.

dates back 31 years. Dan
Leviton founded the program at
the University of Maryland
through the kinesiology department. In the fall of 1998, JMU
was given the opportunity to
apply to become one of several
universities trained by the
University of Maryland's
AHDP. Marylin Wakefield, current Director of JMU's AHDP,
jumped at the opportunity. "I
was interested because I was
already teaching in the gerontology department and I've
worked with older adults,"
Wakefield said.
Soon after, she began her
training at the University of
Maryland. She recalls, "It was
very exciting to see their program, they easily have 8,200
members each year." Wakefield
began developing the program
in the spring of 1999 at JMU
and implemented it the following fall semester.
The returning staff of the
AHDP is comprised of several
members. Wakefield, the director, and senior staff members
senior Coleen Santa Ana,
Honig, senior Julia Hodnett and
senior Kevin Reid. Also includ-

-
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Goals of AHDP

~yolAHDP Web page

AHDP members sit around the table doing Halloween crafts and enjoying each other's company.

ed are exercise director, senior
nity."
Gwynne Smith and small group
The AHDP usually advertisleader, senior Kelly Herbert.
es through The Breeze, retireAnother very critical memment organizations, civic clubs,
ber of the senior staff is junior
veterans groups, doctor's offices
Carole Paulett.
and by word-ofPaulett holds a
mouth.
dual role in the
Right now,
AHDP as she has
the AHDP is havbeen both a
ing parking prob«
member and
lems on Saturday
staffer. She first
mornings.
It is always somelearned of the
Originally, the
program while
AHDP was grantwhat magical to
taking one of
ed permission to
park in the
Wakefield's classsee how the pairs
es and has been
Godwin lot, but
in the program
Reid said that the
relate to one
since its begindecision was overruled and the parning.
another and see
ticipants in the
"This is such a
program are not
fantastic prohow that develops
gram," Wakefield
permitted to park
there on Saturdays
said. "It not only
over the course of
because of football
offers health
games. Because
information, but
a semester.
the program is
it's a good proover by noon,
gram to get the
Marilyn Wakefield
there shouldn't be
community outa conflict with the
side JMU
Director of JMU's Adult
football game at
involved with the
Health and Development
all. Some of the
students."
Center
particpants in the
Paulett is currently working
program have difficulty getting
on getting more
around and need
of the aging
the proximity to
Harrisonburg
Godwin.
community
The first
informed and
semester the program was
involved with the AHDP by
implemented there were five
"trying to market the program
members. Last semester that
out to the people in the commu-

V

• Maintaining and improving the health, wellbeing and physical fitness of older adults
• Educating students about aging, history, and different cultures
• Bringing the university and the community
together
• Reducing the likelihood of institutionalization
for our older population
• Providing an opportunity for respite to care
givers
• Integrating people, regardless of age, race/ethnicity or health, to work toward common purposes
• Contributing to improving the health and wellbeing of the global community as the National
Network for Intergenerational Health develops.
— Source: http://www.inform.umd.edu/EdRes/Colleges/HLHP/AHDP

number jumped to 11 and this
semester they are hoping for
around 15.
While the AHDP was primarily organized to promote
health in older adults, there are
other goals of the program as
well and even some specific to
JMU and the Harrisonburg
community. The first of these is
to train students to apply theory. "In class you learn how people age, but working with the
member you actually see them
age," Wakefield said.
Wakefield also emphasizes
the opportunity to develop
leadership skills. For example,
each staffer is required to do
one project during the semester.
Students are expected to plan
and carry out a 45-minute activity of their choosing and then
evaluate the effectiveness of the
activity.
Other goals the AHDP
hopes to achieve include learning more about the community
and events of the Valley, learning about history through
someone else's eyes, and breaking down stereotypes and labels
that separate diverse groups of
people.
There are several ways in

which JMU students can get
involved with the AHDP. The
program is offered as a threecredit course cross-listed under
gerontology, social work, nursing and health. However, the
AHDP is also a good option for
students who need volunteer
hours. Wakefield also recommends the program for students
who have no experience working with older adults or who are
not yet sure what population
they would like to work with.
For students it is a chance to
leam culture and aging through
the eyes of an older adult and
for adults it is the chance to
share their wisdom and knowl- *
edge with the youth of today.
"For me it is one of the most
rewarding as well as fun courses I've ever done," Wakefield
said. "It is always somewhat
magical to see how the pairs
relate to one another and see
how that develops over the
course of a semester."
Anyone wanting to get
involved with AHDP can contact Wakefield at x2924 or wakefinio. Staffer and member applications are available at the
AHDP Web site
www.jmu.edu/socwork/ahdp/descri
p.htm.
• t **
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Film Fest brings entertaining,
acclaimed works to the Valley
a critically lauded study of a Jewish base- Film Festival. "The Eyes of Tammy Faye"
contributing writer
ball player for the Detroit Tigers. His story
concerns the rise and fall of the famous teleRegal Cinemas may have the,big hits, deals with the racial integration of Ameri- vangelisL Directors Fenton Bailey and Randy
the blockbuster movies that are like candy ca's favorite pastime and mirrors that of Barbate take the viewer deep into Tammy
— highly sweetened films with nothing but Jackie Robinson.
Faye's life — into the Christian empire she
empty calories — but it's at Court Square
"Microcosmos," a scientific journey into helped create and her struggles with drug
Theater where the real nutrition may lie.
the world of insects normally hidden from addiction and cancer — with help along the
Starting on Sept. 29 and running through the human eye, is one that Appleton said, way from narrator RuPaul Charles.
Oct. 8, the Blue Ridge Theater Festival "kids will love." BRTF described it as being
The BRTF is also solidifying a few
(BRTF) will be holding their first Documen- "like Jurassic Park in your own backyard."
films from Virginia's independent
tary and Minifilmmakers
Film Festival ir
for audiences
what they said is
to view.
an effort to expose VIRGINIA'S FIRST DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL
If this first fespublic audiences
tival is a success
to the value and
with audiences,
"The Life and Times of Hank Greenberg"
merit of docuthere will most
mentaries and
likely be more
Fri.-Sun., Sept. 29-Oct. 1,7 & 9 p.m.
independent
to come to the
films.
area. The primary purpose of
The BRTF is
"Microcosms"
the resident prothis
event,
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 6 & 7, 7 p.m.; Sun., Oct. 8,5 p.m.
according to the
fessional theater
company based
BRTF is to
"demystify" the
in Richmond
"The Eyes of Tammy Faye"
notion of docuand the Shenanmentaries as
doah Valley.
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 6 & 7, 9 p.m.; Sun. Oct. 8,7 p.m.
bland and lackOver a span of
ing the power11 days, the fesh
punch of Hollyval will feature a
Tickets: $5.50 adults, $4.00 students/seniors
wood's major
variety of docustudio pictures.
mentaries and
By Miramax films, the documentary
The BRTF said they want to "primarismall independent films. BRTF said they
did not purposely go with a theme. The headlines an entomological cast of ants, ly, open their [audiences] eyes to the
program is meant to be "eclectic, to appeal snails, butterflies and the Audrey Hepburn possibility of how interesting and enterto a broad audience," BRTF producing of the insect world — the ladybug — as taining documentaries can be."
they make their way through the gorgeous,
For more information on schedules,
artistic director Bev Appleton said.
programs, ticket prices and student disCurrently, there are three documen- and dangerous world of nature.
The third documentary to be shown was counts, call the Court Square Theater at
taries scheduled: "The Life and Times of
Hank Greenberg" is described by BRTF as nominated for an award at the Sundance 433-9189 or the BRTF at 564-1998.
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Canadian
singer to
perform

BY ZAK SALIH

BY KATIE HOLT

contributing writer
Pop-music artist Chantal Krevi-J
azuk is making the long trip from
Canada to play at JMU. The
singer/songwriter will be providing
her lyrical insight on the world
tonight at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
Kreviazuk — best known for hei
rendition of the song "Leaving on, a Jet
Plane" from the "Armageddon" soundtrack — has often been compared to fellow-Canadian female singers Sarah
McLachlan and Jann Arden.
Kreviazuk's life-inspired lyrics are carried out with a charismatic folk-like style
A classically-trained pianist and
vocalist, Kreviazuk has been commended
on her astounding vocal range and moving lyrics. She will be performing tracks
from her latest album, Coburs Moving am
Still as well as various others songs.
Colours has earned Kreviazuk thel
Juno Awards for Best Rock Album and
Best Female Artist. The Juno's are the
Canadian equivalent to the Grammies.
"We decided to bring Chantal
because 6he was getting some radio airplay this summer in the north," said
Kelly Myer, director of musical events
for the University Program Board
"Another factor in deciding was that
UPB hasn't brought a female solo artist
to Wilson Hall in a few years. We contacted Chantal's agent 4 us summer
and she confirmed the show in
August." Tickets are $8 for students
with a JAC and $10 for the public and
at-door admission.
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ART
> Works by Elijah Gowin.
sophomore Lesley Golenor.
and sophomore Ryan Mulligan: Zirkle House New
Image, Artworks and Other
Galleries - Mon.-Thurs,
noon-5 pirn Fri. & Sat,
noon-4 pm.. free
>• 'The Images of Text"
Sawhill Gallery Exhibit.
Duke Hall - Mon.-Fri,
1030 am.-4-.30 pm; Sat. &
Sun, 130 pm.-430 pm,
free

MUSIC
>• Chantal Kreviazuk: Wilson Hall Monday, 8 pm, $10 at door
> African Drum Festival: Commons Tuesday, noon, free
> JMU Faculty Recital: Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium - Tuesday, 8 pm, free
>■ Madeline MacNeil: Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium - Thursday, 6 pm, free
> The Worx: Mainstreet Bar & Grill Saturday, 10 pm, $8 in advance, $10 at
door
> The Burning Dirty Band: Mainstreet
Bar & Grill - Tuesday, 10 pm.

THEATRE
r

MOVIES

DANCE
>• "Reading Rainbow"
Musical: Wilson Hall Thursday, 730 pm, $5
children, $10 with JAC, $12
regular
>■ Dance Exhibition: commons - Friday, noon, free

► Graf ton -Stovall Theatre: "Shanghai Noon," Wed.
& Thurs, 7 and 930 pm, $2; "Shaft," Fri. & Sat.. 7
and 930 pm, $2; "The Usual Suspects." Sunday,
730 pm, free
•
► Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Autumn In New
York." Saving Grace," The Replacements." "Scary
Movie" "Highlander: Endgame" $5 before 6 pm,
$725 after. Call 434-7107
► Regal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: "Bait," "Bring It
On." "Coyote Ugly." "Nurse Betty," "Nutty Professor
II: The Klumps." '"Sunshine," 'Space Cowboys." 'The
Cell." The Exorcist." The Original Kings of Comedy," The Watcher," "Urban Legends: Final Cut."
"Way of the Gun." "What Lies Beneath," $5 before
6 pm. $725 after. Call 434-7661

.

If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section; Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg, V A 22807; include date, cost and
location of the event.
Compiled by TASHA HARMON/sta// writer
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Need to polish your communication skills'?
Want something that will improve your resume?
Then our Interpersonal Skills Workshops are for you!
•
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NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE

Large 1 Topping Pizza
CrazyBread & Sauce
438-9175 Port Republic
434-5300 W. Market
f>

$5.99
$1.99
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HE CINEMA SCOOP

Nothing
Masterpiece of horror exumed legendary
The Exorcist," dug out of Hollywood's tomb, is timeless thriller
about sequel

a

greater ability to induce fear.
But enough of that; onto the story (or what little that
contributing writer
should be revealed): In a townhouse in Georgetown, Regan
(Linda Blair), the daughter of an actress (Ellen Burstyn) sud"THE EXORCIST"
denly begins to act strange; this includes everything from
RATED R
an imaginary friend named "Captain Howdy" to spitting
vulgarities at doctors and family guests.
RUNNING TIME: 121 MINUTES
Soon enough, the strangeness elevates until it becomes
certain there is something very wrong. After several super•••••
natural displays both graphic and disturbing (shaking beds,
physical deformities and ... wait — that's spoiling the fun),
Forget all those teen slasher flicks and faux-documen- Regan's mother goes from psychiatrists to the Catholic
taries about witch hunting. Forget about lumbering mon- church, where she encounters Father Damien Karras (Jason
strosities or docile machines gone haywire. 'The Exorcist" Miller) and inquires about the long-extinct practice of exoris the definition of horror.
cising demons.
There are graphic scenes in this film about demonic posAfter an hour of well-paced story (flavored with
session with the power to shatter any strong-willed mind. moments of gruesome terror) the last half-hour of the film is
Then there is the terror only hinted at, in haunting dialogue certainly the most well known, with Father Karras and
and subliminal frame flashes of a white-faced, grinning Father Merrin (Max Von Sydow as an aging priest) attemptdevil. This is the most powerful aspect of "The Exorcist": ing to exorcise the demon from Regan's mind. Of course, as
the combination of visual and psychological terror that can always, problems arise, such as — nope.
upset both the stomach and the mind.
I won't ruin the affect of this movie because scenes like
Originally released in 1973, "The Exorcist" has since that, where the viewer can't comprehend the next terror to
gone on to notoriety as "the scariest movie of all time." come, are what make this film shine, what make it tranNow, the film has been re-released as "the version you've scend the ranks of trashy teen horror films.
never seen before."
The screenplay (by the novel's author, William Peter
The big shots in Hollywood should have called this "the Blatty) doesn't rely on horror; rather, it takes its time in
version you've seen — but better." Eleven minutes of developing the story and the drama. The director, William
footage previously missing has been added, which some Friedkin ("The French Connection") combines cinematogracritics have called a burden. However, most of them serve to phy, art direction and script, making what any good film
enhance the story, adding more drama, tension and terror. should have: a great story.
(One addition is a horrifying and graphic scene nicknamed
Be warned; this is by no means a tame movie. But to
"The Spider Walk" that cannot be described, only seen).
miss this film would be to miss one of the greatest horror
Also, the soundtrack has been re-mastered, so that the stories ever filmed, one that will haunt viewers long after
screaming of a phone in the middle of the night has a they've left the theater.
BY ZAK SALIH

CARRE KLIHKERIphotodirector

INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL:
Decorating the
fields of Hillandale
Park, Saturday,
artists displayed
original works during the Third
Annual International Festival. An
untitled work by
Osman Nasrut,
left, was one of
many featured.
Kicking off International Week
events, the festival also included
arts and crafts
exhibits, live
bands, food from
around the world
and various other
cultural exhibits.

BY SCOTT KING

contributing writer
"URBAN LEGENDS: FINAL CUT"
RATED

R

RUNNING TIME:

100

MINUTES

i
"Urban Legends: Final Cut" is the first teen
hack-em, slash-em to hit theaters since this summer's genre spoof "Scary Movie," was released.
After viewing "Final Cut," I was reminded of
just why a parody of such films became such a hit.
"Final Cut" is a mesh between the first "Urban
Legends" and "Scream III." It is a non-sequel
sequel. Meaning that its plot has nothing to do
with the original.
"Final Cut" is just another generic teen horror
flick trying to make money off the success of the
first "Scream." It was predictable with a cast full
of stereotyped characters that were two-dimensional. Even the camera angles and lighting were
the same old, same old.
The movie is set in a modern-looking film
school. In the film, Amy Mayfield, played by Jennifer Morrison, needs to present a thesis film to
the school.
The problem is, she has screenwriter's block
and cannot come up with a decent idea. AfteT"'
talking to the newly transferred security
guard, played by Loretta Devine, the only
returning character from the first movie, she is
given an idea that in her mind would make a
great movie.
Amy approaches her professor and is
approved to make a movie about a serial killer
that uses urban legends to kill his victims.
This is where the mold of the first movie is
broken because as "Final Cut" starts to progress
people die off one by one, yet not as a result of an
urban legend. The whole concept and spin of the
first "Urban Legends" was the fact that the killer
was using them to kill people. Yet "Final Cut" has
much less edge because the killer is, at first, just
killing people in whatever way he can.
The total death count in "Final Cut" was actually one less then in its predecessor. This is surprising because in most sequels the death count
usually doubles or even triples.
The movie oudid the original "Urban Legends" in goriness. My stomach cramped and
churned in several parts. The worst of which was
a scene that reminded me of something so dark it
looked like it should have been from "Seven." Following an urban tale, a girl awakens to find herself in a bathtub full of ice. On a nearby table she
sees her freshly removed kidney. It gets extremely
violent and messy as the killer attacks the girl for
a second time.
If the death scene is not making your stomach turn from the gore it is making it roll full
of laughter.
A horror movie is a bad one when one of the
main characters is brutally murdered and everyone in the audience is laughing at how corny it is.
If "Scream III" was your favorite movie
of all time then "Urban Legends: Final Cut" is for
you. On the other hand, if you are like the norm of
society and are tired of all these generic "Scream,"
movie wannabes then I strongly suggest you do
your.best to stay away from this film.
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ATTENTION STAFF AND FACULTY
WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

11 till
If!
Do you hunt, fish, camp, hike, enjoy the outdoors?
Help preserve the Shenandoah Valley's
farms, forests, and open spaces.
Give to the Valley Conservation Council #3814
through this year's Commonwealth of Virginia Campaign.
Please write VCC's designation number #3814 twice:
On your calendar now and on your pledge card later.
Become a VCC member through your qualifying gift.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties S~X7
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerou^on tdnnk \V/
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FMMMTIM V

www.valleyconservation.org

tits you

INX>

if?

A volunteer program tor kids who care.
Help your child to do something fun and
important while helping the community.
Encourage them to volunteer or volunteer
with your child. For more information
on how you can get your kid into it,
give us a call at 1-800-77-YOUTH.

4-H it o progtom of 'he
Coop**olive Extension System

*3@

,_fiBr<
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Rewlitnf die Janws MwHsoti University "
community tot over 75 years.

Introducing JMU's first ever...

l^- The Institute
wi of Technical
^J^& Scientific
L
JCommunication
• We're New
• We're Technology
• We're in Demand
The TSC major offers:
-Information Design
-Online Publication
-Software Documentation
-Web Usability
-HTML
Check us out.
Location: Keezell B9
Phone: 540.568.8018
Email: tsc-program^jmu.edu
Website: caljmu.edu/tsc

International
Extravaganza!
Come enjoy performances by various cultural groups
while enjoying a catered international buffet!

Friday

_
__ Food catered by Harrisonburg's Taste of Thai Restaurant!!
ISCptCITIuCr Ly Musical performances by Angel Perez (piano), Angela Choi (pan
pf« Kolli-nnm piPesX Gina Kudrav (guitar), Cheryl Tobler (flute), and more!
Dance performances by JMU professor Charles Harris and wife Karen
7 D.IT1.
(international ballroom dance), JMU's Folk & Ballroom dance group,
and the fantastic Miramar (Middle Eastern belly dancing)!!!

Limited seating! Purchase your tickets early!
$10, $5 FOR JMU STUDENTS

Tickets can be purchased at the
CMISS office, Warren 245, or at
any major International Week
event!
Phone: 568-6636
Email: multicultural@jmu.edu
Web: www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2000

JMU*s third annual international week
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Soon everyone will be asking
Jessica Marion to sign on the dotted line.
Make sure you beat the rush.

-

X
*

Congratulations to Jessica Marion, Lacrosse
James Madison University, 1999-2000 Honda Award Nominee
Wait too long, and you may have to stand in line to get her autograph, Because widi her athletictalent, academic intelligence, and community involvement, she's hound to make a name for herself.
It's no coincidence those same attributes are the reasons she was nominated for a I londa Award,
lo honor her, I londa has made a donation to your school women's athletics programs. That way,
everyone will have somcdiing to remcmlxrr her by, without having to wait in line.

■ II...I, «....«!.. Ii.
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GET YOUR FREE FOOTRALL HOMECOMING
AND PARENTS' DAY TICKETS!
You MUST PICK UP your FREE football tickets
for Homecoming and Parent's Day PRIOR TO^THE^
'SAME. Tickets are available NOW
at the Convocation Center Athletij
Ticket Office. The ticket
office will offer ticket pick ups on,
famous at Warren Hall (2 nd floor
by Post Office) on the dates
listed in this ad.

PARENTS' DAY
Oct. 25 & 26
10 am - 4 pm
Deadline Oct. 27

NO BUDDY PASSES!

KROGER BRAND SALE!
Try It, Like It Or...Get the National Brand

fiBreeze

• RacMiif liKjamaMadinitMmttr
community far or«r 73 jvar*.

M3 !

■

DOWNTOWN

BB1DB
ATHLETIC

10% OFF
All
Purchases
With JAC Card
regular priced
merchandise only

Tennis Anyone?

•We have racquets starting at J
$29.99
.
•Racquet accessories
•Racquetball/Squash
•Demos available
A Family Run Business
in Central Virginia for
Over 56 Years
438-1460
University Plaza - 600 H
University Blvd
(next to Costco)

•m* * Prtcvft Good Throunri S*pt*<nt>«r lO JOOO «i MM 1'MenbUl'B
luiiyiiuiii 2000 Kroecr MW AIUIHH W» r*%*rv* cn« r»ar>t co MmR auantttt** Nort*
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"We played real well... but we
got frustrated."

Still Perfect

V-ball moves to 7-0 at home
with three wins last weekend
Page 35

REGGIE RIVERS
'5>

«*■&

junior soccer player
see story below

Field Hockey gets run over by Tarheels, 4-1
BY KHALIL GARRIOTT

contributing writer
The Dukes' field hockey team
had nothing to be ashamed of in
yesterday's 4-1 loss to third-ranked
North Carolina, and the team
showed it
Players and coaches alike were
not hanging their heads following
a 4-1 non-conference loss to the visiting North Carolina Tarheels, who
were ranked third in the nation by
the National Field Hockey Collegiate Association (NFHCA) and
entered the game with a 7-1 record.
James Madison, ranked twelfth by
the NFHCA, slips to 5-3 on the season with a tough schedule ahead.
The game was a close overall
match marked by streaky team
play and superb efforts by both
teams. JMU and UNC each displayed excellent defense, especially
in the second half. Strong performances by both goalkeepers were
matched by balanced offensive
schemes and good ball distribution
by both sides.
Senior goalkeeper and tri-

captain Amanda Latz recorded
five saves on the day, facing
nine shots on goal. Latz, an AllSouth pick last year, had an
impressive average of 1.77
goals against going into the
game. Four different players
scored goals for the visiting
team, and each team threatened
with chances around the goal,
but JMU was unable to capitalize on most of theirs.
The Tarheels opened up the
scoring with 19:37 remaining in
the first half on a goal by senior
back/midfielder Jana Toepel, a
U.S. national team selection and
two-time AU-American. Assisted
by junior back/midfielder Abby
Martin, the goal was a result of
some well-executed passes in conjunction with a mental lapse by the
Dukes' defense.
HoweverJMU answered the
challenge by recording their
lone goal of the game some 13
minutes later. Off an assist from
senior back and tri-captain
Whitney Diebolt, sophomore

midfielder Elise van Ballegooie
notched the score at one. But
just under two minutes later,
senior forward/midfielder Kristen McCann's goal put her team
up for good. McCann now has
10 goals and an assist on the

u
We have to dig deep...
and we can only go up
from here on out.
-Whitney Diebolt
senior back and tri-captain

99season, living up to her U.S.
National Team and AU-American status from a year ago. The
score would stay 2-1 heading
into halftime, with UNC gaining momentum.
In the second half, North
Carolina came out aggressively
in front of about 195 fans on a

breezy, cloudy day with damp
field conditions. With 8:08
remaining in the contest, UNC
sophomore midfielder Meredith Keller got in on the scoring,
using an assist from senior forward/midfielder Holly Huff to
push the score to 3-1. The goal
was immediately followed by a
timeout called by JMU coach
Irene Horvat. The two teams
then battled for possession for
the rest of the game, with the
Dukes controlling play but not
capitalizing on their attacks.
The Tarheels weren't done
scoring, as senior Erin Cox had
the final tally of the game with
3:43 remaining.
The Dukes played well, often
dominating parts of the game and
executing most of their passes. But
UNC, whose only loss this season
was a 1-0 defeat to No. 2 Old
Dominion on Sept. 16, used its
overall team strength to wear
down the Dukes. JMU players
and coaches were well aware of
how talented UNC was — they

have already beaten three Top-20
teams this season
'This was the first game where
we met a team that was a real battle
for us," Horvat said. "North Carolina is a great team, and unfortunately we just let down for a few minutes and gave them a little room,
which they took advantage of."
Coming off a tough 3-2 loss at
Duke on Sept. 17, the Dukes are
looking to get back on track and
regain the momentum that helped
them to a five-game winning
streak earlier in the season. A busy
week ahead will test the team's
ability to bounce back and improve
after two consecutive losses.
Diebolt is confident in her team's
chances as it gets into the thick of
its schedule.
"This game was a really important step for us," Diebolt said. "We
haven't been on our 'A' game yet
this year, but I expect us to
improve. We have to dig deep and
find out what [winning] really
means to us, and we can only go
up from here on out"

Dukes top St Francis, are undefeated at 6-0-1
Two goals from junior Reggie Rivers propel JMU past frustrating Red Flash defense
BY JEFF COLSH

contributing writer
It took a halftime performance
by a group of 10-year-olds to
inspire the offense for the nationally ranked men's soccer team.
The #23-ranked Dukes stayed
undefeated as they went on to beat
St. Francis College of Pennsylvania
2-0 Wednesday night at Reservoir
Street Field.
After a scoreless first half, a
local youth team took the field at
halftime for an exhibition.
Less than three minutes after
the second half kickoff, junior midfielder Reggie Rivers put on an
exhibition of his own as he
streaked down the left side and
scored the first of his two goals of
the night with a left-footed shot
from 15 yards out
The goal, assisted by senior forward AtJe Rognerud, ended a frustrating drought against the tough
defense of the Red Flash (04-2).
"We played well and we had a
lot of chances but we got frustrated," Rivers said.
The Dukes dominated St. Francis, including posting a 24-1 advantage in shots and earning all seven
corner kicks in the game.
The Red Flash chose to play a
low-pressure style of offense that
pestered the now 6-0-1 Dukes.

Coach Tom Martin said this
had a negative effect on his players, fresh from beating nationally
ranked St Louis last weekend.
"We wanted to be a little more
patient but we also wanted to go
back at them," Martin said. "We
dropped our level of play and fortunately we got enough chances.
We came to play but the other
team didn't"
The Dukes had numerous
chances to score in both halves,
forcing St Francis to come up with
10 saves.
Rivers drove his second goal of
the game home with 14 minutes to
play with an assist by senior cap
tain Randy Steeprow.
Rognerud sent a cross into the
box that Steeprow controlled, but
his shot hit the crossbar, where it
came back to Rivers standing near
the edge of the box. Rivers' right
foot took care of the rest. He has
th -C2 goals on the season.
The goals were only a matter of time for the Dukes. They
dominated the attacking play
and had the majority of possession, Martin said.
"I thought we knocked the ball
around real well," sophomore
goalkeeper Josh Kovolenko said.
"It's tough when a team goes back
on their half."

Kovolenko, who did not record
a save in the shutout, said if the
Dukes had been able to score early Wt
it would have made the rest of the
night a lot easier.
The Dukes forced the Red Flash
goalie to make six saves on 10 shots
in the opening 25 minutes, but were
unable to capitalize.
"We really weren't challenged
other than to finish our chances,"
Martin said.
Expect JMU to meet some
tough challenges during
upcoming CAA play.
Rivers said he expects the
Dukes to continue their winning ways.
"We have a lot of upperclassmen that have experience," he said.
The veterans also knew not to
take St. Francis too lightly.
"These are the games that can
really break your season," Kov:
olenko said. "These are the toughest
games to win."
Martin said the key to victory was strong wing midfield
play and the strength of the
team, its depth.
Martin will count on this depth
as the Dukes begin CAA play Saturday at UNC-Wilmington. JMU
returns home to face rival Virginia Junior Reggie Rivers scored two goals in the game against St. Francis
Tech Wednesday night at 7 p.m.
which the Dukes won 2-0. Rivers is now third on the team in scoring.
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Need Cash?
ATM Inside

•WORKS

We^an Fix It!
£V^»

place to get cash
24 Hours
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

k&£
•We can repair ALL brands of bikes
•Come in & check out our Fall Specials
•Close to campus-down the hill from Papa John's

Making it easier everyday!

f.-.T

®&®®®®m®®®®®
get
.the
keys

INTERNATIONAL WEEK

friends donl let friends drive dm*

JMUSept. 23 -Oct.l, 2000

©

U.S. Department of Transf/ortatkxi

0Breeze

m iy (Vr E

' RndHflg UK Jama Midbon Urimtty "
community for over 75 yesrs.

CINNAMON BEAR
Bakery & Deli
• Fresh deli sandwiches
• Salads, wraps, & pitas
• Delicious baked goods
• Fresh baked bread
• Cappuccinos &
gourmet coffees
r

Ever wondered how others see America? Find out! Hear
JMU international faculty and students talk of their
experiences in America.

. . ... ... . . . -1 *

j BUILD YOUR
i OWN SANDWICH i
i 2 Meats, 1 Cheese
| Chips and a pickle

Wednesday, September 27
Taylor Hall, Room 402
6-7 p.m.

i
i
i
k...........J

$4.29

Countries represented: China, Japan, Ghana

K*°*J

8\

HELP WANTED
Valley Mall Food Court
433-2867
Monday-Saturday
7:30a.m.-9:00p.m.
Sunday 11:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

For more information or questions call x6273 or visit the international week
website at www.imu.edu/international/iweekOO/
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Web site offers info for all JMU fans
One-year-old site designed to help the casual Dukes fan stay JMU-literate
BY MIKE CROSNICKER

contributing writer ■
If you can never find enough information to satisfy your desire to follow
JMU sports, ivww.dukesdomain.com can
help you.
DukesDomain.com offers the JMU
supporter a collection of forums to
discuss and follow JMU sports. The
Web site has a message board, a chat
room, follows recruiting and gives up
to date schedules, scores, standings
and statistics.
DukesDomain.com was up and
running on the Web just over one year
ago, in August 1999, on the Rivals.com
network of college and professional
sports Web sites. A former JMU student, Steve Rodeffer ('92), who posts
under the name Duke_Dawg, pio-

neered the Web site.
Rodeffer said he was fed up with the
lack of coverage of JMU sports in the
metropolitan D.C. area.
"The news coverage in northern Virginia considers Virginia Tech more of a
local school than JMU and we are only
two hours away," Rodeffer said.
Rodeffer, for the most part, runs the
Web site, posting articles and columns on
sports, but would like for more people to
become involved.
"The two most frequently discussed
subjects on the board are the men's basketball and football teams," he said.
Rodeffer encouraged students not to
be reluctant to post on other subjects
because all sports are covered on the
site.
Junior Kevin Warner posts frequent-

ly on the message board of DukesDomain.com and has written several articles for the site.
Both Rodeffer and Warner concur
that the major problem is the lack of a
base knowledge about the site on campus.
"If more people knew about the
site, I think they would be really excited and interested to talk sports with
other JMU fans and learn about the
history of JMU athletics," Warner said.
"DukesDomain.com is recognized by
teams throughout the CAA as a very
knowledgeable, clean and well-run site,"
Warner said.
The site's message board is clean in
that there is not a lot of bashing of JMU
athletics, but intelligent discussions.
This summer, the message board was

packed with talk of the upcoming merger between the America East Conference
and CAA teams.
Another valuable asset of the site is
the recruiting link. Top-of-the-line
basketball-recruiting gurus including
Mike Sullivan, Kurt O'Neill, Russ
Blake, and Warren Wilkins' findings
are posted in the buzz section of the
site and the recruiting database is
automatically updated. Currently,
Dukesdomain.com would let yqu
know that JMU is involved with Phil
Goss and Antonio Johnson.
There was video footage of Curtis
Keaton ('00) in Cincinnati posted on the
Web site courtesy of Fox Sports.
Dukesdomain.com is truly a Web site
built, "for the JMU sports fan, by the
JMU sports fan," Rodeffer said.

cruise to 3-0 JMU Invitational victory
Volleyball team defeats Seton Hall, Howard and Virginia Tech to extend winning streak to 7
BY ERIN BURNS

• . J with
-u. nine kills
in-in onlv
i 11
,-.
i *■ the
. team with 16 kills in i
—
1
only
ished
leadine
l
leading
attempts, posting a .818 hitting 30 attempts. Jones and Evers both
This weekend the Dukes percentage. Her performance added 14 kills and Rudicka made
defended their home court by throughout the weekend earned
her mark by adding 43 assists.
winning the James Madison Invi- her tournament MVP honors.
"The team gave a tremendous
tational. The Dukes are now 44-5
Senior Sara Leveen was 10 for effort," Jones said. "The team
at home since 19%. This year the 13 in kills posting a hitting perplayed as a whole and everyone
Dukes are 7-0 at home.
centage of .615.
came through when needed."
The action
The real test
When asked how her team
began on Frifor the defend- played against Virginia Tech and
day
night
ing conference
throughout the tournament,
when
JMU
champions Gessler said, "We played awehosted Seton
came on Satursome. Everyone contributed 100
Hall. In the
day
night
percent, which kept the other
third game of
against
the
team guessing."
the Seton Hall
Hokies of VirAbout her MVP award, she
match,
the
ginia Tech in said, "It is great to be MVP, but I
Dukes trailed
front of a couldn't have done it without
10-6
and
crowd of 235
the team effort."
— Karla Gessler
coach
Disa
people.
The Dukes won in straight
senior volleyball player
Johnson-GarThe Dukes games against Tech 15-6, 15-12
ner called a
had faced little
and 15-11.
timeout in an
The Dukes extend their
*>— opposition
attempt
to
until the third
record to 11-3. Even though the
refocus the
game of the match. The Dukes team is fairly young with six
Dukes. The first point after the were trailing 11-5, the largest
freshman and a new coaching
timeout featured a backwards deficit of the weekend. It staff, the Dukes don't seem to be
tip by senior Karla Gessler that appeared that the Hokies were hurting.
caught Seton Hall off guard. going to force the match into a
"We have had to do some
The Dukes regained the serve fourth game until the Dukes adjusting," Gessler said. "But,
and rallied to win 17-15.
regrouped after a time-out.
good things are happening."
Sophomore Jessica Evers led Kessler lead the
Johnson-Garthe Dukes with 16 kills in 34 way again with
//
ner was also
attempts. Freshman Dana Jones, another backenthusiastic
who boasted 15 kills in 28 wards hit and a tack Wl hM an intense about the team,
attempts, followed Evers. Fresh- big defensive
,
, .
, .
'These are a
man Lauren Ruzicka provided play. The entire work ethic and the team great bunch of
CARRIE KLINKER//>/ww director
29 assists. The team combined team came up
girls to work
gels very well.
Freshman Dana Jones goes up for a spike during the weekend's
for six blocks, defeating Seton big and pulled
with,"
she
Invitational. Jones had 41 kills during the tournament.
Hall in three games, 15-8, 15-7, together to win
said.
"Each
—
Disa
Johnson-Gamer
and 17-15.
the game 15-11.
girl had an team along with Kari Belin and
Johnson-Garner is confident
volleyball coach
Saturday morning, the sweep
"We gave a
intense work Paige Ellerston from Seton about Tuesday's matchup with
continued when the Dukes easily very
solid
ethic and the Hall and Virginia Tech's Chris- the Flames.
defeated the Howard Bisons in effort," Johnteam gels very tine Shubat.
»
"I feel good because the team
straight games, 15-3,15-2 and 15- son-Garner
well."
The Dukes face the Liberty has a lot of confidence and sets a
7. Leading the way for the Dukes said. "I was able to use the
Gessler, Jones and junior Flames on Tuesday night at 7 lot of goals for themselves," she
was Jones with 12 kills in 20 entire roster."
Larissa Daily were all mem- p.m. in Sinclair Gymnasium in said. "Liberty is an in-state game
attempts. However, Gessler finAgain, Gessler came up big bers of the all-tournament Godwin Hall.
and we need to come through."
BY ERIN BURNS
m.ta'l»ri.. ,...;.„_
contributing
writer
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It is great to be MVP, but
I couldn't have done it
without the team effort.
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City of Harrisonburg
The City with the Planned Future
Pool Supervisor (#745-1)
RETIREMENT
Position recruitment re-opened Parks and Recreation Full-time position with benefits
Preferred starting salary range $22,464 - $23,587. Position is responsible for planning
and supervising pool operations and staff; overseeing pool maintenance; and preparing
and maintaining appropriate records and files Directs and trains lifeguards and pool staff
involved in the operation and maintenance of a municipal swimming facility Additionally
prepares for and coordinates special events held at the pool with other divisions,
departments or agencies Requires thorough knowledge of community pool operations
including safety practices and procedures, pool maintenance, Irteguarding functions and
general facility maintenance Ability to supervise the work of others and perform water
rescue functions.
Minimum requirements: Any combination of education and experience equivalent to
graduation from college with major coursework in aquatic management, parks and
recreation administration or related field
Special Requirements Must possess current certifications in I ilesaving. Water Safety
Instructors, CPR. First Aid and the ability to obtain a Pool Operators License.
Application Deadline: October 19, 2000.
Application Form Application forms may be obtained from the City Manager's Office,
345 S Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 or the VA Employment Commission
located behind Valley MaN. Application forms may also be downloaded from our website:
www ci harrisonburg.va.us Submit applications to:
Human Resources Director
City of Harrisonburg, Virginia
345 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
The City provides an excellent benefits package Including quality health Insurance
and
paid retirement, life Insurance, vacation and holidays.

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUN05

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
lund can equal better performance

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE
$215,000

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then caH us
We'll send you a tree, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see lor yourselt that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%'

An Equal Opportunity Employer
For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.

www.suncnase.net
ARE YOU HAVING FUN YET?|
Ir your current living choice is not
what you dreamed or...there is still
a chance to he the rirst one to live
in a hrand new apartment at...
I

V

S -W(>- SE
-^-

There are 15 bedrooms left and you
deserve the newest and the best!

zm

^442-4800

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF

flEJSJ

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

Expenses'
Tail accumulations alter » years based on initial investment
oT $30,000 and hypothetical annual mum o* 8% Total return*
and principal value oT investment* will llucluale, and yield may
vary. The chart above i* presented lor illustrative purposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
results, ol any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect lanes.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

rornwecon^tetnlofmationonoursecuiliesprr^
I 800.842 2733. exl 5509, lo request prospectuses Read them carefully
belore you invest
1 Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly 2. I 40% is a very reasonable lee level lot a typical lund; 0 40% is
near, bul not aclualy al llie bottom ol. the mutual lund expense ratro spectrum • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc dish*
utes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate vaiiable annuities • Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
armuMy comporienl. mutual funds and tuition savings agreements • 1IAA and IIAA C REf life Insurance Co. New York. NY. issue insurance and
annuities • TIAA<REF Trust Company. FSB provides trust services • Investment products ate not FDIC Insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. O 2000 IIAA CREF 08A03
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Attention Sports Writers
MEN'S BASKETBALL
JMU's men's basketball coach
Sherman Dillard announced Friday
(Sept. 22) that he has suspended
sophomore forward Pat Mitchell for
the Dukes" first six games for violations of the tearrTs alcohol policies.
Mitchell will sit out two exhibition
games and the first four regular
season games. The four regular
season opponents are Virginia Military, Vanderbilt, Liberty and Ftadford.
Last season Mitchell averaged 6.3
points and 4.4 rebounds per contest.

FOOTBALL
A-10
results
from Sept. 23:

Delaware 84
West Chester 0

Villanova 47
Maine 27

Hofstra 30
Rhode Island 12

UMass 39
New Haven 29

New Hampshire
42
Dartmouth 21

Northeastern 35
UConn 27

VOLLEYBALL

Inclement weather forced "the cancelation of Saturday's game against
North Carolina-Wilmington. No
make-up day has been set.

Senior Karla Gessler was named
the Most Valuable Player of the
JMU Women's Volleyball Invitational Saturday night.
Gessler led the Dukes to the tournament title with an average of four
kills per game and a hitting percentage of .559.
Also named to the all-tournament
team were freshman Dana Jones
and junior Larissa Daily.
Jones posted 14 kills against Virginia Tech and Daily had a teamhigh eight service aces in the tournament.
The Dukes have now won seven
straight matches and improved their
record to 11-3.

The Volunteers of Tennessee rallied for two goals in the final 10:47
to edge the Dukes 2-1 on Friday.
In the first half the Vols held a
commanding 10-1 lead in shots but
neither team was able to score in
the first half.
Midfielder Meredith McClure
broke the scoreless deadlock with a
goal at the 63:01 mark.
The Dukes next host Old Dominion on Friday.

Whether you've written before or
want to start

Central Fla. 52
W&M7

MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Important staff meeting

We've got a 'Tufts-load" of stories
to give out

Today 4 p.m.
in the Bjeeze Office
Basement of Anthony-Seeger

CHARGING THE MOUND

JEFFREY CRETZ

Praying for the NY NY Fall Classic
Each of Major League Baseball's 30
teams have between nine and 12 games
until the regular season ends. Predictions
need to be made ... and they should have
been made earlier.
I'm going to predict individual firstplace finishes in several categories and
even try to predict how the post-season
will shape up. All facts were researched
at MLB's official site (www.majorleaguebaseball.com) and statistics are through
games played on Sept. 21.
The Yankees of the AL East and the
White Sox of the AL Central have their
divisions wrapped up. The Seattle
Mariners hold a three game lead over the
Athletics from Oakland with each team
having 10 games to go. Seattle is currently
riding an eight-game winning streak and
has seven more contests at home. They
should be able to clinch the IT division as
well. Four teams (Cleveland Indians,
Oakland Athletics, Toronto Blue Jays and
the Boston Red Sox) are all in the wild
card hunt. I'm giving the call to the Athletics who have been playing decent ball
down the stretch ... they've won eight of
their last 10. If everything so far actually
pans out, the White Sox will host the A's
in a best-of-five game series.
As a Yankees' fan, I'm hoping
their final record is better than the
record of Seattle so they will also
host a best-of-five game series. I figure each series will go four games

and both the Yankees and White Sox
will prevail. Ramiro Mendoza, a
relief pitcher for the Yankees, has
been experiencing some left shoulder
problems and is out indefinitely.
Paul O'Neill is also on the disabled
list with a right hip injury. He is
only day-to-day and should be ready
to roll by the time Seattle arrives for
the division series. The White Sox
will be without Cal Eldred (right
elbow) and Brian Simmons (left
Achilles heel). James Baldwin and
Bill Simas are out indefinitely.
I figure the Yankees will go with a four
pitcher rotation that has combined for a
58-33 record. The Yankees rotation of
Andy Pettite, Danny Neagle, Roger
Clemens and Orlando Hernandez will be
tough come October. Clemens just had his
nine-game winning streak snapped.
Because I only have 800 words, I can't go
in too much detail, but I foresee the Yankees defeating their AL foes and seeing
themselves into the Fall Classic.
If I get any of my initial National
League predictions wrong the first person who notices it can have my column.
The Braves in the the NL East, the St.
Louis Cardinals in the Central and the
San Francisco Giants have locked up their
divisions. The New York Mets will wrap
up the wild card and will be hosted by
San Francisco in the Wild Card series. I'm
gonna live risky and give the thumbs up

to the Cardinals and pray that they defeat
the Braves in their best-of-five series.
The Cardinals will host the Mets while
I sit up nights praying to the gods of baseball to make a NY-NY World Series happen in my lifetime. Last ye"ar, they were
close. This year, I'm screaming "I believe
in the miracle Mets."
If NY-NY does actually happen, I'll
begin to look for riders to accompany me
to the Big Apple to try to buy scalped
scalp tickets in desperate hopes of getting
seats to at least one game. The Yankees
will reign victorious on their turf in six
games and expect to see my face on TV
during the ticker-tape parade after the
series.
Frank Thomas (1 HR every 13 AB)
and long-shot Barry Bonds (1 HR
every 9.51 AB) will garner HR victories in their leagues. Todd Helton will
claim the NL batting title after making a run at .400 but falling short and
Nomar Garciaparra will take the
kudos in the AL. Thomas and Sammy
Sosa of the Cubs will also finish the
season first in runs batted in. I want
to say Helton will pull ahead of Sosa,
but eight RBIs behind with only 10
games remaining is a stretch. Darin
Erstad of Anaheim claims the title of
the AL hits leader while Helton ends
the season at the top in the NL. My
NL MVP vote goes to Helton while
my AL MVP goes to Thomas.

Boston's Pedro Martinez handily beats
out Clemens for the AL's lowest ERA with
below a 1.90. Arizona's Big Unit, Randy
Johnson will edge out the Dodger's Kevin
Brown for the NL's lowest ERA. No surprise with the strikeout leaders: Martinez
and Johnson. Martinez will finish with an
18-5 record and will retain the AL Cy
Young award trophy he won last year. Currently, Randy Johnson is tied for second
with 18 wins but should add two more
wins to finish the year at 20-8. He will also
defend his NL Cy Young award. Team
pitching kudos go to the Braves for compil-.
ing the MLB-best 4.09 ERA.
Tony LaRussa of the Cardinals will get
the NL manager of the year while Jerry
Manuel of the White Sox will get the AL
manager of the year.
Out of all my predictions, I would want
my NY-NY World Series dream to come
true. Ever since I was a kid, I've been
dreaming that the Yankees would play the
Mets in a World Series. Add to that, the first
of the new millennium? After that, it doesn't matter who really wins.
Jeffrey Cretz is a sophomore SMAD major who
hopes to receive Jeffrey
Maier-like attention
while in Yankee Stadium during game
seven of the series.
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JMU Fall 2000

^>tudy Abroad Fair
Thinking about going abroad? Then don't miss this event!
(it only happens once a year.)

Booths with information on how to study abroad (any major, about any country!),
travel intern, work, or volunteer abroad! Visit over 50 booths with information
and represent of all JMU's study abroad programs, representatives of national
study and travel organizations, as well as foreign university representatives!

• Current Listing of Fair Participants •
NON-JMU Study Abroad Program Booths

JMU Study Abroad Program Booths

American Institute for Foreign Study
American Intercontinental University
AustraLearn
Australian Education Connection
Boston University-International Programs
Center for Cross-Cultural Study
Center for Education Abroad (Beaver College)
Center for European Studies
College Year in Athens
COUNCIL
Council Travel
DIS - Denmark's International Study
GoAbroad.com
Hostelling International
Institute for Study Abroad (Butler University)
International Partnership for Service Learning
Ithaca College
Queensland University of Technology (Australia)
School of International Service (American University)
Syracuse University-Programs Abroad
The School for Field Studies
University of Maryland University College (Germany)

Semester in Florence
Semester in London
Semester in Martinique
Semester in Paris
Semester in Salamanca
Summer in Ghana
JMU/VA International Internships
Summer in Malta
May 2001 Session in Belgium: The European Union
Summer in Guatemala
Teacher Education in Rome and Wales
Travel/Study to France and Italy
JMU Exchanges to Korea, Japan, Spain, and Scotland
International Business Exchange Program
JMU/ACTR Program to Russia
Cultural History of Scotland
Summer in Honduras
Great War in Our Age (Germany/Austria)
Study Abroad in Latin America

All of these and more!!!
Where?
PC Ballroom

When?
Monday, Sept. 25
llam-3pm

How?

Why?

Stop by anytime
between llam-3pm
and pick up some
brochures... and don't
forget to register for
Great Prizes!!!

Information on...
study, travel, work,
volunteer, and
interning abroad

and
j
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Don't forget Homecoming
Come home to Brooklyn's!
Delicatessin

it's not for everyone, but that's

[the point]

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 10am - 9pm
Fri. - Sat. 10am - 10pm
Sunday 11am - 5pm
ABC On

In Army ROTC you'll push yourself. Test your limits. And in
the process, learn how to think on your feet and be a good
leader. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for
an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARMY ROTO Unlike any other college course you can take.
433-3978
2035-51 E. Market St.
Skyline Village Plaza

Challenge Yourself
Contact MAJ Love at 568-6094

CAP ITAi ONE IS AN EOE OEMCATEl T6 DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE. WE PROMOTE A IRUS FREE WORK ENVIRONMENT. CAPITAl ONE MIRES PEOPLE LEDAllY AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE UNITEO STATES.
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Need to improve your study skills? I

FREE

Call 568-6552 to register for any of the foUowing workshops

w.

Blue Ridqe

BRAKE
INSPECTION
with coupon
expires 10/9/00

i Alignment • Brakes • Shocks • Batteries
• Tune-up • Mufflers

MICHELIN

■UUIIIO MUCH ■ ■■■«• ON ««■ MK

BUMROYAia

■MM •rnnMuurr now.

BFGoodrich

McStudySls

NoteTaMng

Time Management

Reading Sis

i Oil & Filter Change i
I
$16.95 + tax
|

TestTaking
Stress Management

Sponsored by the
Counseling & Student Development Center

oil change, filter with up to
5 quarts of oil
I

cxpias 10/9/OQ

434-5935

State
Inspection
Station

E. Market at Furnace
Beside Papa John's Pizza

An Introduction
to the

Organ SrTissue
DONATION
Share your life. Share your decision'
For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue
Donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE.

Coalition on Donation

iBfeeze

' Kr.« limn Uit James Madison IIHMKIIV '
roirununftv foe over 75 years.

Discover the histories and
mysteries of these ancient
art forms. Come for a
demonstration and lecture
on karate, kickboxing, and
tai chi.
Led by: Harold Halterman of Halter man Karate
Space is limited. Arrive early!

$6.00/hour

Free!!

Monday NIGHT ONLY!!

Free!!

Who:
Open to all JMU faculty, staff and students
Will WoAk wdk GLAI
Scheduled
Afuply in PeMan

433-4756

When:

Monday, September 25, 7 p.m.
Where:

Taylor Hall, Room 405
For more information, call 568-6273 or visit the website at www.imu.edu/inteniational/iweekOO/
Sponsored by the Office oflnternational Programs. Call 568-6273 with questions.
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Academia Nuts

ACADEMIA NUTS
CASE STUDV *2fc

THERE'S HALF A MILLION goOKS HERE, SO Wo«
CAN GET PfceTTY MONOTONOUS- SlNCr \ HAVE
THE GRAVEYARD SHIFT, THERE'S NoTEVeN MANY
PEOPLE AROUND TO MESS

up THE SHELVES.

L/

PrrlUPBEEFSTlXK
JUMlOfc ECONOMICS MAJW
AT fclfi STATE- UN1VCTVTV

SOME" PEOPLE SAY IT'S VANDALISM
I STARTED USING THE TAPE AND STUFF To
BUT
I KEEP THE BOOKS IN NUMERICAL
KAKC BOOK SCULPTURES- IT KEEPS HE BUSY AND
A STORAGE CLOSET UP ON THE FIFTH
ORDEfc,
SO TECHNICALLY I'M DOING M«t
MOST OF THE BOOKS HAVEN'T BEEN LOOKED AT IN
FLOOR. IWSLPE WAS A WHOLE MESS OF
X06. I DUN NO, I GUESS IT'S TUS1
AGE'S. I LIKE TW€ EXPRESSIVE QuAUTY OF SooKS
SOOK TAPE: AND BINDING GLUE THAT
MV OUTLET AND EVERYONE NEEDS AN
AS A SCULPTING MATERIAL AND HON THE PIECES
NOBODY HAD TOUCHED IN FOREVES
OUTLET,
RIGHT?
THEMSELVES READ ON SO MANY LEVELS, ^A KNOW?
PHIUP, WHY Y
DON'T you Pur
MOT TOO

LONG AGO, THOUGH, I FouND

THC BOOKS AWAY,
Mow 7

i

I

Ask OCL, One of my roommates has a boyfriend that is practically living
with us. He has his own place but he is here night and day. My other
roommates and I are very upset about this, we don't mind her getting on
her groove "thang" but just wish it was not here ... all the time.
-Tired of it x 3.
Dear Tired x 3, We totally understand your situation. The four of
you went into the apartment together, not the five of you. It is your roommate's place as well and she should be able to have company but there
needs to be a balance. The rest of you need to feel comfortable about wandering in and out of your rooms, possibly in various stages of dress, without worrying if "he" is there, not to mention the extra use of electricity, food,
water, etc. The four of you need to sit down and discuss this without the
boyfriend. Don't attack her, just explain how you feel, validate his importance in her life, but also stand firm on your need to privacy. Try to find a
compromise that all are comfortable with. Perhaps visitation one night a
week and on Friday and/or Saturday. If you share food expenses she
should put in a little more if he is a regular at the fridge. Be honest and fair
with each other. Put it in writing, (along with any other topics that come
up) and sign it. This does not lock you in stone but is a good start for any
future discussions.
Ask OCL, Where do I go to get bus schedule information? - Hate parking, want to ride!

4

by Seth Casana

COMICS
GUESS I'VE" WORKEPHERE AT gSU'5 LIBRARY
A UTTU OVCR TWO YEARS. I'M A BOOK SHEU/ER
I N\AKE SURE rtfE" BOOKS ARE: \M ORDER AND
LIMED UP EV/EN1 ON THE SHELVED

25,2000 I THE BREEZE I

Dear Future Bus Rider, Welcome aboard! As you probably know
any JMU student/faculty/staff with ID can ride a Harrisonburg city bus for
free. Schedules are available at Godwin Bus Stop, on all the buses, at your
apartment complex office, in TDU and on the website:
http: / / www.hdpt.com.
Ask OCL, I live on campus and think I made a mistake. I do not care for
my roommate and I do not feel I fit in to the atmosphere in my residence
hall. What options are there off campus at this time of the year? - C.F. 2003
Dear C.F, We are sorry to hear that your year has not gotten off to
a great start - living conditions-wise. You do not mention if you have been
able to talk any of this over with your RA. They are good people to start
with when you have a concern. Roommates do not have to be best friends,
just comfortable being around each other. If your situation is such that you
are thinking about getting out, we suggest talking to your Hall Director. A
good thing about living on campus is that ORL is willing to work with you
and possibly move you to another situation on campus that might be better
tfor you. Remember that signing a housing contract is like
s
h. f"**ff
ig™ng a 'ease " you are legally bound to it.
fc^"
Talk to ORL and/or the Counseling Center B CampUS they are there to help. If you do decide to
* ■ :f .^
move off campus come see us and we will help
^ Llie
with that end of it!

*

■
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20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg

Mon.-Fri. 11-8 p.m.
Sat. 11-6 p.m.
Call for direction;

433-5550

CMISS SPOTLIGHT

* sale Tiie^*
*>.

Fall 2000 Lecture Series
Alma Martinez

Tuesday,
September 26,2000
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre 7:00PM

Alma Martinez is one of the busiest actresses
in Hollywood. Her career encompasses work
in film, television and theatre. Currently she
is starring in "The New Adam 12" produced by
Universal Studios, as series regular "Sergeant
Elizabeth Cruz". Alma has recently completed
shooting on the independent films JACARANDA
and THE NOVICE. In addition to her busy
performance career, she gives generously of
her time to such community and international
service organizations and charities as Assistance
with Alcohol and Sobriety Uniting Latinas
(ASSUL), United Latin American Youth, Medical
aid for EL Salvador, Save the Children, and
Christian Children's Fund. Her charity work
has taken her to refugee camps in Ethiopia and
to some of the worst poverty areas in the world;
India, Thailand, Sri Lanka and the Philippines.

Scm^fly
Shyne

15 live

PUT

Morphine

fe)

BoFWetr*fCatdog
Hooverphonic
David Bowie (BBC Sessions)
Low low everyday prices on new & used cDs.
~ Large & Giant-sized posters.
- Very very fast special orders at no extra cost.

CAMPUS

Any Questions Contact CMISS at x6636

MAIMSTREET

& The Chi Phi Alumni Association

BAR & GRILL

A Special JMU Event
First time ever at Mainstreet!

WEDNESDAY

The Astounding Jazz & Dance Magic of...

JAZZT0EJS SOCiEJY
9 p.m. showtime! "Mainstreet Madison Madness" j* Tickets just $5.00 with
18 & up show
Every Wednesday All Year!
j. Tickets available at the
...

J

Cj00r

Qply

153 S. Main St. Downtown Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.MegaWattlnc.com
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
JMU Sept. 23-Oct.l, 2000

i
RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUIUAl FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

International Bazaar

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

ITS EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

Come stroll through vendors' stalls of
crafts from around the world.
Bring your wallet!

$102,068
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easify build income to supplement your pension
and Social Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished
by taxes until you withdraw the funds * Add to that
TIAA-CREF<s solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses tow,
and you have more money working for you.
So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement today with tax-deferred
INVEST AS LTTTLE AS
$25 • month
SRAs. We think you will find it
through an automatic
rewarding in the years to come
payroll plan'

'Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59K may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax

$67,514
H III vfkitid MvnfS <hfT taati

$41,232
$31,933
$13,052

(Rain Location: tentatively Taylor 202)

$11,609

For more information or questions call x6273 or visit the international week
website at www.jmu .edu/international/iweekOOV
IOYEARS

20YF.ARS

I0VBAM

In this hypothetical example, setting aside SIOO a month in a
las deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28ft tai
bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a savings account Total returns and principal value ol
investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart
above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not
reflect actual performance, or predict future results, of any
TIAA-CRRF account, or reflect espenscs.

Science & Engineering
Career Fair 2000
■

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

MM/SE/K

For more complete information on our securities products, please call I 800 842 2733. exl 5S09, to request prospectuses Read them caiefuHy before you irwest. 1. You may be able to invest up to the IRS nwimum of SI0,500 per year To receive a personakred relation ol you
maxirryumcontnbijtKxi.caHTIAACrltFal I 800842-2776 •TTM-CR(Flr>ttvidiialandlnstitutKxialSefVKes.lnc distributes the CREF and TIAA
Real Estate variable annuities • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual
funds and tuition savings agreements • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York. NY, issue insurance and annuities • TIAA<REF Trust
Company, FSB provides trust services • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
C 2000 TIAA-CREf 08/03

OAHlGhLN

TEftX*£

On-the-Spot Job Offers!
For Registration & Details: www.nswc.navy.mil

Saturday, September 30, 2000
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgrcn Division
■ID's Conference Center - Building 216
Dahlgren, Virginia
Seeking 300 BS, MS, PhD, Recent Gr.ids & Experienced Candidates In:

Computer Engineering
Mathematics
Electrical Engineering

Electronics Engineering
Computer Sciences
Mechanical Engineering

US Citizenship Required!

Systems Engineering
Physics
Aerospace Engineering

NSWCDD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

LIFESTYLES
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"The Invisible Secretary"
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES

Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
433-8886
or
e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

• Reports /Thesis / Editing

Lenore A. Dowds
455 Eckert Circle
Harrisonburg.VA 22801

• Resumes / Cover Letters
• Desktop Publishing

Tel. 540 «442« 1299
Fax. 540-442*8700

i

• Brochures / Graphics

z

\

Attention Spanish
Majors and Minors

Mentor a Hispanic Child!

• Proposals / Contracts
• Manuals / Manuscripts
Available 7 Days A Week

16

BIG BROTHERS
BIG SISTERS

HERE B SOL TIME
TO HOOK-UP

WTTH NT<

Temple Beth El
INVITES
JMU Jewish Students
and Faculty to our
High Holy Day Services

ROSH HASHANAH
Evening: Fri. Sept. 29, 8pm
Morning: Sat. Sept. 30, 10am

YOM KIPPUR

•YOU CAN STILL SIGN UP FOR ETHERNET SERVICE AT
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS APARTMENT.
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF ATTRACTIVE MOVE-IN RATES AND ANNUAL
SERVICE OPTIONS.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER A NEW PHONE LINE
AND SAVE $40 ON YOUR NETWORK CONNECTION. ■
•FOR ONLY $15 A MONTH YOU GET UNLIMITED
LOCAL DIALING, VOICE MAIL CALL WAITING, AND
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE LONG DISTANCE RATES.
■AN NTC PHONE LINE IS THE ANSWER TO YOUR
COMMUNICATION DILEMMAS.

NTC COMMUNICA TIONS ENHANCES
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE
AT A GREAT RATE!

Kol Nidre: Sun. Oct. 8, 8pm
Morning: Mon. Oct. 9,10am
For more information, or
if you need transportation,
check the Hillel website at
www.jmu.edu/orgs/hillelcounsel/
Or call 434-2744

COMMUNICATIONS^

CO

CALL OUR OFFICE TODAY AT 437-4200 OR
TO EASYHOOKUP.NET ON-LINE TO ORDER SERVICE

MONDAY, SEPT.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
3, 4, or 5 BR Units Available
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. 540-433-9576.
1, 2, or 3 People - to share South
View apartment with one girl. 4BR,
4 bath, 1st floor. $100 bonus! For
details call Kristen, 438-2648.
Roommate Wanted to Share
Apartment - in house. 473 S.
Mason St., 3 blocks from campus.
Fully furnished, except for
bedroom. $245/mo. Call Jenn
564-0910.
Seeking Sublease - for fall and/or
spring semester. Jason. 564-1933.
Mt. View Drive TH • 2 bedrooms
available NOW! $180/mo.; 1
year lease or sublet; furnished;
703-450-5008.

FOR SAL
Jeans, Sweaters, Sweats, Shirts,
Morel Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.
Fairies, Frogs, Elephants - and
more fine collectables. Phone
289-6911 and seel
Beer Signs, Glasses, Banners steins, shirts. Valley View Antiques.
434-7261.

1994 Yamaha Virago S3S - 7,200
miles. Great little cruiser! New rear
tire, accessories. $2,399. Call
568-3061 or 867-0732 after 5 p.m.
Commondale R300 Road Bike with extras. Asking, $350. Call
43*8386.
1992 Honda Prelude SI - black,
sunroof, CO player, 5 speed,
152,000 miles. $5,000. 436-8215.

HELP WANTED
Spring Break Reps Needed - to
promote campus trips. Earn
money, travel free! No cost. We
train you. 1-800-367-1252 or
www.spnngbreakdirect.com.
Rocco Employees Federal Credit
Union - has an opening for a Part-time
Member Services Representative.
This position will assist members
with new and existing accounts,
withdrawals and completing loan
applications as well as processing
loan application documentation,
including credit reports, for loan
committee review. HS diploma or
GED required; excellent customer
relations and communication skills
needed: accounting or banking
experience preferred. Please
submit resumes to: REFCU, P.O.
Box 549, Hamsonburg, VA 22803
(e-mail khensleysJrocco.com). We
are a drug free/smoke free
workplace. EOE/AA employer.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2001
Excellent "real life" experience
to build your resume plus
earn over 86.000
Now Interviewing on-campus
ioumj.Iuifionpainrers.com
Chlldcare Workers Needed - for
Harrisonburg Presbyterian Church
nursery. Sunday mornings. 8:15 a.m. 12:15 p.m. Paid position.
References required. Call 801-0262.
Horse Farm Needs Occasional
Barn Cleaner and Help ■ with
horses. Hours flexible, 10 miles from
JMU. Call Mrs. Leigh. 234*831.
Tutors Wanted - for all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only. Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center,
Vamer House for an application.
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars Free information. Call
202-452-5901.
landscape Helper Needed - part
time for yard work/miscellaneous.
433-3395.

SERVICES
Shenandoah Bicycle Co.
downtown Hamsonburg, 437-9000.
New and used, sales and service,
rental bench available, group rides.

Skydlvel Skydlve Virginia!, Inc. ■
Professional student skydiving
instruction. Make your first jump in
one day. For a professional
brochure call 540-752-4570.
www. skydive-virginia.com

NOTICE
For more information and assistance
regarding the investigation of Financing
business opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.

1-800-533-5501

SPRING BREAK
Early Spring Break Specials! Cancun
& Jamaica from $3891 Air, hotel,
free meals! Award winning company!
Group leaders free! Florida
vacations. $129! l«00-67&6386.
springbreaktravel.com
Wanted! Spring Breakersl
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida. &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
and ask how you can organize a
small group and eat, travel free. &
earn cash! Call 1-888-777-4642 or email salesfisuncoastvacalions.com.
Spring Bfeetd Deluxe hotels, reliable
air, free food and parties! Cancun.
Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazatlan &
Honda. Travel free and earn cash! Do
it on the WeW Go to SturJenfOfy.com
or call 800-293-1443 for information.

Winter Break/Spring Break Ski & beach trips on sale now!
Go to www.sunchase.com or call
1 800 SUNCHASE today!
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days,
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group go free! sprmgbreaktravel.com
1*00678*386.

DOES THE FUTURE OF
THE UNITED STATES
CONCERN YOU?
Change Things!

VOTE!

Get registration forms at
University Information siles.

For more Info:
www. sbe .state m us
Place a Classified Ad in

Oo Direct x Savings! #1 Internet
based Spring Break company
offering wholesale Spring Break
packages (no middlemen)! Zero
traveler complaints last year! Lowest
price guarantee! 1-800-367-1252.
www.spnngbreakdirect.com

The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Antony-Seeger Hall
82.50 for the first 10 words
$2.00 for each additional 10
5686127

SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas, and Padre
Now Hiring Campus Reps
Earn 2 Free Trips!
Free Meats-Book by Nov 2nd
Call for FREE info park or wsu us on-ftne
wwwjwspssDiDanuxai

1 800 426 7710

PERSONALS
Friends of Survivors/Male
Support Group • offered through
the Office of Sexual Assault and
Substance Abuse Prevention
beginning in early October. If you
are siterested in participating, please
contact Mike at Uanchmifiimu.edu.
Confidentiality will be respected.

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!
Only $30 for third class mall.
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a fun year of
The Breeze'
Please send your name,
address & money to:
TheBr—ze
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC6805
Hamsonburg. VA 22807

9.28.00
JMU is about to get sexier
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